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A survey was devised and administered to 1,334 military personnel in

order to test a hypathesized mode1 of organ-onal

cornmitment in the Canadian

military. Key variables in the model were Perceived Organizational Support

(POS), the Military Ethos, Anective Commitment, Normative Commitment, and
Continuanœ Commitment as well as Coworker Support, Career Prospects, and

others. The mode1 was tested using LISREL 8 and was a good fit to me data.

F'ieen of nineteen hypotheses, as detailed by paths inWinsicto the rnodel, were
supported. Of the four hypotheses not supported, three related to Job Security, a
variable whwhc
ih was imperfectly measured in this study and worth further
development. implications and limitations of the study are outlined and Mure

tesearch directions discussed.

The invaluable assistance of my supe~*sor.Dr. Theresa J. B. Kline, is
m a t gratefully acknowledged. It is my hop that we may again have the
opportunity to work together. The advice of Dr Lome Sulsky and Dr Jean

Wallace also assisted greatiy in the development ofthis research.
The support of the Canadian Foroes Personnel Research Team,
specitically Commander Alan Okros and Captain André Thivierge, and Base
Personnel Selection Officers in assisting with data colledion was appreciated.
Finally. the mutually supportive and beneficial environment provided by the

students of the IndustnaUOrganizaüonalPsychology and Ergonomies Area Group

was an important fador in coping with the stresses and strains of graduate
school.

Just as there are good and not-solgood employees in any organization, so
it is with the rnilitary. In the many years that I have k e n in the Amy, I have

worked with some of each. There are. hawever, a rare @UV who exemplify what
being a soldier is all about. They are the soldiers who live and work by what are

sometimes considered 'dd' values - like looking out for the welhre and the

development of your people and not atternpting to shunt that responsibility

elsewhere, like accepting and adrnitting both responsibility and accountabiiity,
especially when you've made a mistake, and like doing what is requireû to get the
job done, and done right. These few are also the sddiers who do not shy away

frorn new ways or new ideas, whose minds are open, and whose outlook is
towards the future.
In the midst of substantial change, upheaval. and difficuit times, these

soldiers hold the key to our future. This work is dedicated to the soldiers who
exemplify this ethic, among them Major Denis Labrie, CD.
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The Relationships Behmm PeTcBived Organizational Support,
Institutional OnenMion, and Affective, Continuance, and Normababve
Cornmitment
in aie Canadian M i i i i

lntmdudion
Over the past coupie of decades, there have been numerous socbtal
changes which have affected the Canadian and other Western miMaries (Cotton,
1979; Tierney 8 Pinch, 1980; Moskos & Wood, 4988; Hinge, 1990). These

indude technologicaî changes which have substantially changed the nature of
jobs and

onal al structures (Cotton, 1979; Moskos 8 Wood, 1988), changes

in miiiiry families, such as a much greater prevalem of working spopises and
the fact that miliry communib'es are much iess isolated than in the past, (Coates

& Pellegrin, 1965; Domville, 1992; Janowitz, 1960; Lamerson & Catam, 1987).
Other ment, and poteritially damaging, societal changes indude changing
patterns of employment (Offernian & Gowing, 1993) and downsizing (Brodrner,
1988; Kozlowski, Chao, Smith, & Hedlund, 1993). It is likely that these, and mer,

changes have afiected the commitment of soldiers to the miliiry as they have

affected commitment in other organimtional settings (e.g- Brockner, 1988;
Koziowski, et al., 1993).

Kanter (1989) diScusses the changing patterns of employment in the
woricplace. There is a tendency for individuals to change careers more &en and

within one career to move between organizations- The notion of starting with a
Company and mmaining witti it for t i i is no longer a viable one. Organirartions are
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fa& with inculcating loyatty and cornmitment in empbyees who may be with a
finn for only a short tirne, before mwing eiseuRiere, eittier oftheir own volition or
because of organaational change.
Kanter (1989) nates that job security for the individual rests not with being

employed by one organization but by being employable; "Adjustment to the new

career logic thus involves loyalty not to company but to self, cornmitment not to
organiration but to task" (p- 333). For most organïzaüons, when needed
personnelof any level leave, they can be replaced, although there are attendant

costs (Blau & h l , 1987; Wanous, 1980). The mifiify does not have these hiring
and selecüon options, other than at entry l u ; miiiiry -en-

is essential br

ail subsequent positions. The staffing of military positions must be from within;
from personnel who have been trained in the miMary from remit level. One

cannot hire a Sergeant, platoon commander, or General h m some other
organization. The miiiiry simply cannot aflOrd to lose tcm many, or the wrong,

personnel through dysfundional turnover.

-

The Omanizational Cantext Dawnsizing

As wtth many organmons

in aie emerging ' n w social contract' of the

1990s (Rousseau, 1995), the Canadian Forces (CF) has been undergoing a
restnicturing and dmsizing program since 1992 AIthough there are dired

e f M s on those who have left the Forces in the last few years, research indicates

than in downsizing endeavours there are mal and substantrntraI
effects on survivors
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as well (Bmckner, 1988; Kozlowski, et al. 1993). TW such eReds are reduced
trust in the organization and a d u d o n in organizational mmmitment because of

the perception that the 'psychological contract' Wween the individual and
organaadon has bem sundered (Brod<ner, 1988; Buch 8 Aldridge, 1991). It can
be seen that downsia'ng could thereby seiiously affect two of the charactefistics

of an organizationally cummitted indmdual discussed by De Cotiis and Summer
(1987): the desire to remain and the willingness to exert effort beyond that

norrnally required.

Brocher (1988) considers that the effeds of dawnsizing on suwivo~smay
differ depending on wheîher or not layoffs or dawnsizing is cuiture-congruent or

culture-incongruent Such an adion would be adtureincongruent if it viobtes
uMNntfen policies or pmctices and BrOdrner speciticalîy cites the situation of
public sedor employment because of the irnpliat belief that public seMce

employment guarantees job secunty for life. This cultural belief was especïally
strong for the soidier. The nature of the perçeived psychoiogical contract

(Rousseau, 1995) between soldiers and the organizaüon was that soldiers would
put service belore self and, in retum, they and their families would be taken tare

of until oompulsory retirement at age 55, and even beyond in the provision of a
pension at that early age and a medical pension if injury attributable to rnilitary
service occurred. There was an implicrt ethic within the organaaüon that the
rnilitary 'takes care of its ouin'. WRIi dawnsizing and cost-cutüng, that 'care' is no

nsdian Mil'mw
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longer k i n g pmided. Soldiers, in seeing the breaking of the contract impl'i in
downsizing, are more likely to kmk out b r their own interests than to beiïeve in
the service before seif value implicit in the military ethos (Cotbr'i, 1979). In

Broduier's (1988) terms,downsiring is culturally-incongruentwithin the Canadian
military.
The Present Studv
The present study delineates the nature of ammitment in the Canadian

miiiiry as a necessary first step in devising actions most appropriate to fostering
and maintaining organirational mmitment wiaiin that population. A rniliry

force, be it in war or peaœ, is often called upon to wofk long and hard, frequently
far from home, and potentially in dangerous situations. Organizational

cornmitment is therefore paRicularly crucial for the m i l ' i . Given the importance
of organimtional cammifment, it is important that the nature of cornmitment in that
population be understood in order to determine haw to attain, maintain, and foster
it.

Literature Review

Socail

Exchanae
Tmby and Cosmides (1992) describe a ~

~

i

cmechanism
a l wfiich

govems the cognitive ptocesses operating in social exchange mntexts. Their
findings support the hypoaiesis that a speciaiii mechanism for prooessing
exchange information, as opposed to a more generat cognitive reasclning
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process, operates in relationshipswhich involve social contractS. This specialized
mechankm predisposes individuals to evaluate sudi infiarmath and assess the

exchange telationship ( a m 1 or putential) in a manner akin to a OOSf-benefit
analysis and indudes a amponent regarding 'chester detediona.Cheaüng is

defined as taking a benefit without paying oie cost They provide the hypothetical
example of an employee who works f9r the requisite period of time but does not

receive the pension he or she is entitled to. This psychobgical mechanism is the
basic cognitive process underlying social exchange theory.
Social exchange (Blau, 1964) theory's main principle holds that one Who
supplies vaiued srnices to anather obligates the recipient who, in tum, must

reciprocate in order ta discharge this obligation. Blau notes that there is intrinsic
value in the interpersonal relatiorrship as well as the attendant extrinsic rewards
of the association. He explains social exchange as 'the voluntary adions of

individuals that are motivateci by the returns they are expgcted to bring and
typically do in fad bring from mers' (p. 91). He differentiates this social
exdiange from mere economic quid pro quo by explaining that social exchange is

bas& on obligations which are unspecifïed. There is an expecWon of a Mure
return, but its nature is not stipuîated.

Much of Bîau's (1964) work pertains to individual and social situations,
although he also addrasseg the organaabional context in his discussion of

leadership and puvuer within organiraoons. AMough an in-depth m e n t of

c
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leadership, legiamate power, and influem are deariy beyond the seope of this
paper, the nature ofthe exchange reiationship within an organization bars some
discussion-

Leigitimate authority d s f s within any organization, induding the

Canadian miliiry, by virtue of what is essentially an ernpioyment contract.
Members are expeded to fumish certain senrices in exchange for their salary and

continuecf empioyment. This is dr-

by institutionalii nomis for

compliance.
People make investmerits, in ternis of their social relationships and in
terms of training or qualificati*onsrequired, in qualifying to become a member of a

gmup or organization. This invesbnent on the part of the individual entails
cornmitment to the group or organization. Blau (1964) recognizes organizational
needs for 'cornmitteci and loyal members" (p. 167) in order to adiieve collective

goals. Irrterestingiy, he sees a paradox in this commitrnent. In order to compete
enectively, individuals fonn attachments and commitrnent to both their
occupational pwsuits and to specific organizations. This cornmitment to an

organizaüon, by its very nature, rnay impede the rnobility of the occupation
committed individuai (e-g. because of investment in andfor cornmitment to an
organization, an individual may not feei that he can leave that organization). So,

in order to compte, an individual makes investrnents and foms a commitrnent
which resûiaS aisir rnoôiiii and thus their ability to compete within an

organization. The individual aien 'cannot obtain a fair ntum for the major
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investment of their lives' (Blau, p. 167).

Adams (1965) further addresses the issue of exchange in considering aie

effeds of inequity af the exchange process. He builds on the concept of relative
deprivation (introduced by Merton & iüttl 1950) as a discrepancy between

expectaüonsand achievement (or resutts) and notes that greafer dissatisfaction

resuits when the discmpancy between expected rewards and amal rewards is
greater. He explains that this process is medÏÏed by the perception of a Iack

dMbutive jusüœ, 'the fair share-out of rewards" (p. 272, Adams, 1965). This
discrepancy is determined in cornparison to referent oaien. In much of Adams'

work, he is mfhing ?O amdcers or other individuab of similar status. Hawisver,

this reference also indudes less proximal mers. He provides the example of
military men who, in not attaining the rewards whiai they expected based on their

skills and qualificaüms, compare themeives to civiiian men of similar abilioes

(from Stouffer, Suchman, DeVÏnney. Star & Wlliams, 1949 cited in Adams,
1965).

In line wiai cognitive dissonance theory (Fmnger, 1957), Adams (1965)

explains that inequity in social exchange cte8tes tension in the individual; the
degree of tension k i n g a function of the magnitude of the inequÏty- The individual

then ûies to reduœ or eliminate this tension thrwgh either incrsasing or
decrsasing inputs (or, in some cases, autcomes).Thus, an individualwho

perceives an inequity and considers 1 disaâvantageous could decrease inputs.

Cornmitment in the Canadian Militarv
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Adams furoier aHow fw the possibilii of someone taking a more cognitive

approach and the*

abring aie importance and the devance of their inputs

and o u t m e s as wdl as the possibility af81eavingthe field* which could entail, for
example, quitting a job or abse-sm.

He considers this latter means of dealing

with inequality to be fairly radical but nates that The pmbability of using them is

assumed to incmase with magnitude ofinequity and to decrease with the
availability of other meansn(p. 292).

Adams' (1965) paper Mbrs mainly to ~e concept of dissatisfaction in the
employment cuntext. It is apparent, hwever, that aie same processes couM

readily apply to aie construc3 of cornmitment. This has b e n further deveîoped by

researchers such as Levinson (1QW),F a d l and Rusbult (1981) and
Eisenberger, Huntington, Hutchison, and Sowa (1986). More recently, Settoon,
Bennett, and Liden (1996) have furthsr confimed the applicability of -al
exchange theory (Btau, 1964; Adams, 1965) and the nom of m-proaty

(Gouldner, 1960) to organizational conte* in considering different exchange
variables such as perceived organizational support (Eisenberger, et al., 1986)

and employee recipmity.
The invesfment mode1 (Farrell 8 Rusbult, 1981) considers job cornmitment

as a fundon of a number offadors, a l of which fit m i n the amtext of social
exchange. These factors indude the rewards and the costs assdated with the
job itself as well as the availabili of alternatives to that particularjob and the

Cornrnibnent in the Canadian Mi'tanr
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degree of the ind~dual'sinvestment in the wmnt job. The imresbnent model
posits mat 'cornmitment should increase as the value of the relationship

increases, as the magnitude of the individual's investment in the reIaüonship
increases, and as alternative value decreasesa(p. 82). Their findings suppofted
their hypothesis that a combination of rward and cost values, aitemative value.

and investment size best prsdids job cornmitment
As explained earîier, Bmckner (1988) considen that, in a duwnsizing

context, reduced trust in the organitaton and a reduction in organizational
cornmitment resutt because of the perception that the 'psychological contract'
between the ind~dualand oiganizatim has been sundered (Brpdcner, 1988;

Buch & Aldridge, 1991). 'Psychological contract' is the terni used for implicit
beliefs about the mutual oôligations of employee and employer (Rousseau, 1989;

Rousseau, 1995). Note that this is separate frwn explicit contradual obligations.
Rousseau (1989) fumer explains that it is the empbyee's beliefs about mutual
obligations of themselves and the organitation, not a specific agent within the

organizaüon.
Momson and Robinson (1997) have, further, addressed psychological
contraa violation. Their cornplex model of the development of psydiological
contract violation is basad on the premise that violation is afbdve in nature but

anses fmm a cognitive interpretation process. 'Renegingminvolves deliberate
failure to fi~fulfillan obligation because an organPadon is unable or unwïlüng to do

C M m h e n t in the Canadian Militarv
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so and 'incongmœn results from d i r i n g interptetabions of what is due.
Momson and Robinson (1997) highlight the contextuai Social contras; th&,
beyond the individual psychoiogical contract, d

l contracts nfer to

assurnptions about the n o m within a parücular &al

u n l They cite tbe

example of an employee being laid afl in an organization where layofb had not
previousiy occumd. In such a context, w h m the social confrad badcdrop is that

layoffs do nat ocair, the reacübn to the breach uf the psychologicalcontmd
between the individual and the organization is expected to be more severe. This
is similar to B W n e t ' s (1988) fhoughts on the efGects af cultumlly incongruent

downsizing.
Omanizational commitment
Organizational commitment has ben shidied extensivdy (e.g., Bedrer,
1960; Meyer & Allen, 1984; Porter, Steers, Mowday, & Boulian, 1974; Randall,
1987) and has been linksd wïth turnover (Blsu 8 h l , 1987; FaneIl& Rusbult,
1981; Porter, et al.. 1974; Steers, 1977), absenteeism (Mowday, Steem, & Porter,
1979), intentions to stay (Angle 8 Perry, 1984 ;Mueller, Wallace. & Price, l992),

and performance (Meyer, Paunonen,Gallatly, G a n 8 Jadrson. 1989; Mowday.
Porter & Dubin, 1974). These outcornes and the antecedent, organitational
commitment, are important contributors to organizational effecaveness.
Organirational comrnibnent has been defined as me "strength of an

individual's identificationmai and invoivement in a partiadar organiroaonw(Porter

Cornmitment in the Canadian Militaw
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et al., 1974, p. 604) and has the fbifowing charactefistics: "(a) a strong belief in
and acceptance of the organitab'on's goals and values; (b) a willingness to exert

considerable effort on behatf of the organoation; and (c) a sWng desire to
maintain membership in the organization"(Porter et al., p. 604). These

charaderistics are particularly important in a miMary context. Western military
organizations have tradiitionally raquired a ' ~ 8 n ~ *before
ce
self' mmitment h m
their soldiers. Military -ce

is "more than just a job" (Moskos & Wood, 1988).

What is demanded of the sddier is a commitment beyond mat required of m s t

civiiians. The sddier may be calied upon to put h i m or herseff in hami's way and
is Sxpeaed to put ths needs of the sewi-

befbbefws his or her uwn (Cotton, 1979;

Janawitz, 1960; Moskos, 1977). This has important consequences for the

Canadian military which requires this cornmitment in order to fuffil its operational
and peacekeeping roles.

De Catiis and Summer (1987) have furaier expanded the Porter et al.
(1974) definition of commitment in examining the chafaderistics af the

organizationally committed individual. In addition to involvement in the
organkation and the internakation of organizational goals and values. De Cotiis
and Summer indude the follawing two charaderistics of the organitationally

cornmitteci ind~dual:'desire to remain in the organiration over an extended
period of time in order to senie its goals and values; [and] willingness to exert

effort in the interests ufthese goals and values, beyond that norrnally required"

organkational

commitment are particularly devant to a rnilitary force b u s e of

the extremely strenuous demands placed cm soldiers and the frequent

requirement f6r service 'above and beyond the cal1 ofduty'.

Meyer and Allen (1984; 1991) and Meyer,Nien and Smith (1993) have
further refined the concept of ammitment in devebping a three-component
model of -,

continuanœ, and normative f m s of cornmitrnenl. Anedive

commitrnent (AC) refers to emotional attachment and indudes identification with
and involvement in an organitation. Continuance commitment (CC) relates to the
perceiveci costs of leaving and the la& of opportuniües M m ,and nmative
commitment (NC) refers to Wings of oMigation to &y. Figure 1 shows this

Normative
Cornmitment

Figure 1. Thteecomponent conceptualiraton of anl;ective, nomative, and
continuanœ cornmitment (based on Meyer & Aikn, 1991).

Cornmitment in the Canadian Militant
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thfeec~rnponentmodel of cornmitment.
Meyer et al. (1993), and ottrers, casrsider aiese three components to be
diirentially related to antecedents of commïtment Afthough ail three fOrms are

assumed to be a-ated
that -ive,

with turnover, Meyer and Allen (1991) hypoffiesized

and to a lesser extent, nonnative cornmitment are positively rdated

to job performance and citizenship behaviours (behaviours that go ûeymdthe

formal requirements of a job; Smith,O g m , 8 Near, 1983) Mile continuanœ

cornmitment is unrelated or n e g M y reiated to these variables. There is support
for thii dinerential relationship to job performance and on-thejob behaviour

(Meyer, et al., 1989). As Meyer et al. (1989) stated "lt's the nature of the

wmmrtment tbat munts" ( p. 152). ft is thus important that organizations seeking
to increase commitment, carefully wnsider which type of cornmitment they wish
to insîill.

McGee and Ford (1987) have fumer examined the concept of continuance

commitment (CC). Their factor analysis suggested two continuanœ cornmitment
&dors, one based on perceptions of few employment altemafives (Low

PereeivedAlternatives;

CCLoAlt) and one related to high personal sacrifice w r e

the individual to ieave the organiration (High Personal Sacrifice; CCHiSac).
Although previous research (e.g. Meyer 8 Aflen, 1984) mported vefy low

correlations between AC (affective commitment) and CC, McGee & Ford (1 987)

Cornmitment in the Canadian M i r ï ~
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kund that a possible mason for Mis was that AC was negmely relatedto
CCLoAlt and positnreiy reI8ted to CCHiSac; that the minimal wnetatnn between
AC and CC was due to the positive and negative correlations of CCLoAlt and

CCHiSac cancelling each mer. Figure 2 shaws the McGee and Ford explication
oftherelationstiipo f a i e 9 e * w e n f S
Hacket, Bycio, and Hausdorf (1994)

ofcommibnent.
the consbudvaticMy af

Meyer and Allen's (1990;1991) threeoomponent mode1of cornmitment using

confimatory fador analysis. They mduded that the threecomponent mode1 is
generatly supported. Ttiey nutedaiat using the two subscales of continuanœ

cornmitment did pmde

'a slightly better fit to the data' (Hadret, et ai., p. 21).

They also indicated that those two subscales niiere highly correlated and that

Fiaure 2. Fwrcomponent conceptua1cEatim of affecavs,nomiative, and
continuanœ cornmitment (based on W e e 8 Ford, 1987).

Cornmitment in the Canadian Militanr
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did not have strcmg d i a l rdatcmships to ofher variables induded in the
study (e.9. tenure, rndivation).

Attitudinal commitment (Porter et al..1974) is what is generally measured
by many cornmilment measures. Porter et al.% OrganizatÏonaI Cornmitment

Questionnaire (OCQ) )rasbeen used, with and unthout m b d i f i m , in numemus
studies. M o m (1993)reporls Bat while it has good intemal consistency and
strong evidence in support of its unidirnensionality, 1 has been frequently

criticized because a number af items seem to be indicators of intention to quit,

(e-g.'It would take very liale m my present

to cause me îo leave

mis organizaoonJ).Meyer and AHen's (Meyer & Allen, 1984; Meyer, Allen 8 Smith,
1993) Anedve Cornmitment Scale measum this atbitudinal or affective

component of commitment and their mer scales tap into m e r components of

cornmitment
As disaissecl above, within the social exchange cuntext (Adams, 1965;

Biau, 1964). the investment mode1 (Farrell & Rusbuk 1981) predictsjob
commitment on the basis of reward and CO& values, aitemative value, and

inv'estmentsite. Meyer and Allen's (McGee & Ford, 1987; Meyer & Allen,1984;
Meyer, Allen 8 Smith, 1993) scaies which tap into both Normative and

Continuance as-

in addition to the emotional or Ansctive mponent of

commitment appear best suited to measunng this construct relative to the

investment model.
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As discussed above, saeial exchange thwry indiaes that ind~dualsf o n
attachments and cornmitment to both their o c u ~ ~ o npursuits
ai
and to specific
organiratiarrs (Blau, 1964). Blau saw a pamdax iri mis divergence and noted mat

these two

m m n g commibneriff cwld impede the mobili of

commitkd mdividuals. Numerous regearchershave empandeci o r 1 aris powibiity
iri c;oriducting nswmh ahut ~ W ~ P LPlher
~ S fbci of mrnitrnent- These ohet foci
indude caïëer and cbmmunw mrnmitmnf ( S m 8 J~nës,QSSSj, occupa50W

cwnmitrrretst-(mt,Mm, 8 Smith, W 3 ) ,professFonai cmmïhmt (WWm,
< m a ; V W k e , 19%b), and union ammihmt (Angie W é r r y , 5986; M o n ,
Ptiitpot, Burt, Tbmpsm, & Spifler, 19a0). These

are not n m r i i y

incompatiblewith organizationaf cornmitment but may operate concurrently. For
example, WMaœ (1993) found a moderafety strong positive assacMon between

prcrfessional and -unai

ummibmt.

This SfLKtY is conœmed with organizationai cornmitment and, in particular,
cornmitment to the Canadian rnilitary. Although individual's may identify to some

extent with d i r e n t k v e k of thb organization (e.g., with their regiment or ship).
the organkaüon itseif is hbgmkd fm temisofoperatioPlai eiernenfs) arrd

m e m b e R s o f i t a r e p o s t e d b e t w e e n e l e m e n t s a n d b a s e s ~ ~ ~fia ~ ~ e ~
is also a possibility, for some occupations (e.g. doctor, medical assistant, sorne

tedinical or engineering occupgtions), that a degree of professional or
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occupational cornmitmerit may exktResearch fegarding this poasibili may be

wamnted, particularty mgarding implications for turnover with personnel in
occupations that are especially COSf(y- This is beyond the sape of this study,
however, which considers organizational commitment.
It is, finaliy, ackm&d@ that there may be s o m degree of overiap or

'concept redundancy' (Momiw, 1983) between commitment and other cmsâucts
(e-g. job involvement). fhese other constnrcts are, haiiirever, considerd in same

ways to be d'Werent approadies to the same or similar pmblerns and that they

are, in fact, 'universal bms' of commitment (Monuw, 1993).
Perceived Or~anizationalSupport
Eisenberger, et al. (1986) suggest that employees fonn beliefs about the
degree to which the organization values their contributions to it and whether or

not the organizaüon cares about their well-being. This f m s the basis for
Perceived Organizationat Support, or POS. The social exchange view of

commitment (Esenberger,et al., 4986) holds that "employees' commitment to the
organization is strongly influermd by their -on

of the organization's

commitment to themn(p. 500). The degree of the employees' peroeived
organizational support or PûS, then, contributes to an exchange betwem
employer and empioyee which, as discussed above, generates a tension which
needs to be resohled. Eisenberger, Fasolo, and Davis-LaMastro (1990)

subsequentiy found evidence to support their hypothesis that ?OS was positiiely
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as measured by Porter et a1.k (1974) OCQ.

(1991) conductecl a confirmatory fidot analysis of the

Survey of Perceived Organi2ationaI Support (Eisenberger, et al., 1986) to assess
the unidimensionality of that conStNd relative to similar aonstnicts induding

Affecüve and Continuance commibnent (Meyer & AHen, 1984). tt was confirmeâ
that perceived organizationalsupport is a distinct

ccmtmct which is

"distinguishablefrom affedive and continuance cornmitment" (Shore 8 Tm&,
1991, p. 637). Shore and Wayne (1993) also investigated POS relative to a

number of other variables. induding AC and CC. Their results, as well as those
obtained by Settoon et al. (1996) furttier minforce the utility of considering the

constnicts of organizaüonal cornmitment and POS withïn aie social exchange
frarnework.
The relationship of POS to normative cornmitment has not yet been
investigated. Fumer, its possible reIabionshipto the McGee and Ford (1987)

components of continuance commitment (continuance cornmitment - low

-

perceived altemaüves, CCLoAît, and continuanœ commibnent high personal
sacrifice, CCHiSac) has not b e n deteminad. Note that one of the reams gnien
by McGee and Forâ (1987) to support the exÎstenœof two cornponents af

continuanœ commitment is that they consider 1 to be diffbrentally relatecf to a
number of ather constructs.
A M v e oommitrnsnt M r s to an emotianal attachment to the
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organkaüon and nonnative cornmitment to Wings of obiqation to &yY
Perceptions of organiratonal support are expcted to be positively mlsted to baor
the affedive component (e.9. the individuai's cornmitment to the organWons is
related to how they perceive oie organization's cornmitment to them expmssed

via Ît's support) and to the normative component (e-g. an indmdual's feelings of
obligations to an organizaüon, in a simple exchange fornulabion, am Iikely related
to what they perceive to have mœived from the organizaüon). The foIIuwing

hypotheses are inanisic to the d e l of organizational cornmitment considered Ri

this study:

-

Hypothesis 1 POS is positiveiy relateci to AC; and

Hypothesis 2 - POS is positively related to NC.
As Continuance Commibnent dates to the cosff associatecl with leaving

andlor that few viable aitematives exist. Q is not expected to be belated to POS.
For baiAnective and Nomative Cornmitment, it is e>cpeded that a

nonrecunive relationship exists with POS. That is, the individual's perceptions of
organizational support will relate to bath their Affective and NomaWe

Cornmitment; an ind~dual
with high POS muid be more likely to exhibit high AC.
Further, the ind~dual'sdegree of Afiecave or Nonnative Commibnent is
e>cpectedto ôe reiated to their POS. For example, an individual with a high level

of AC, is expec&eâto be more likely to pemive issues related to organitational
support in a positive ligM than is someone with a lower level of commibnent
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lherefore,

-

Hypothesis 3 NC is positively related to POS; and

Hypothesis 4 - AC is positively rdated to POS.
Career ProsPects
Career fadors have been show to an.ied organwonal commitment
(Jans, 1985;1989) and intent to stay (Price & Kim, 1993). POS involves, in part,
the employees' belietk about whether or not their contributions to the organization

are valued. RewaFding empioyee behaviour and performance is one indicator that
their contribution to the organùation is valued- It is considered that whethw or not
t h r e are prospects for continued employment and for advanœment m i n the
organization will affectthe individual's pe
co
ren
p
ist

of organizational support as

welI as their commitment. In the currer?tdownsizing context, discussed above,

are dwindling. It is expeded, thetefore, that on
p
c
se
irpt

such pros-

of

organizaüonal support and organizational camrnitment are also lessening. Note
that both career prospects (which refiers to promotion and advancement

opportunities) and job security (likelihood of continued employment) variables
refer to prospeds within the organuab'on as opposed to the continuanœ

-

cornmitment low aitematives variable which refers to possible employment

opportunities outside of the current organization. TherefOre,

Hypothesis 6 - Ca-

Hypothesis 5 Cateér Pros-

is positiv8ly related to POS;

Pmspects is positively related to AC; and
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-

Hypathesis 7 Career Prospects is positively related to NC.
Career prospeds, which considers opportunities f& advancement and
promotion, is not expeckd to be related to CC, wtiictr refers to ammitment
driven by a la& of better prospeds. CC also relates to financial considerations,

such as pension or salary from the current organizaü~n.It seems, however, to
refer mre to maintainingtheg
nM
xei
g

exchange datbnship rather than the

M or potential Mure inereases which would be entailed in C a m Prospects.

Job Secum
Job Security, which is particularly relevant in a downsizing context, refers

to whether or not indviduals b e i i i e that their job is secure and that they could
remain if they so chose. It is hypothesized that beilvnig

that the organization will

continue to employ you is one way of assessing organizational support and that
cornmitment is likely to be stronger to an organization whem me can continue to
be employed than one where Mure employment is uncertain- For CC, it is

wnsidered that, for example, there would be comparatively littie saaifice involved
in leaving an organization where there is Iittle job security, so job security should

also be positively related to CC. As discussed above, CC implies maintenance of
the existing exchange agreement Thetefore,

Hypottiesis 9 - Job Security is positively related to AC; and
Hypothesïs10 - Job Security is positiveiy relatecl to CC.
Hypothesis 8 Job Security is positively related to POS;
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-

'The Militarv Ethos' Institutional Orientation
The military is annmonly viewed as a rnicmosm of the socÎety frwn which

it is d m ; a segment which ultimately refiects the aims and values of the Mole.
Although this is true in general ternis, the military incorpomtes additional values

and &dors whidi make it in some ways unique and distÏna "The ethos of the
finng line is likely to be defined by the experienœd sddier as quite distinct fiom
the ethos of the assembly linem(Janowitz, 1960). A rnilitary force has unique

expectations of its members, such as the necessity to be subject to the Code of

Service Discipline. Essentially, in ordet to becorne a member of the milïry, one
must, in part, abmgate some ind~dual
rights. 'Members of the Canadian Forces

are e>apectedto serve their nation ... with (the) cornmitment to place the

performance of their military duties and the operational effecoveness of the CF
above their awn conœms, for seifiess acceptanœ of the unlimited liability of
miiitary service is the essence of a fWe -ety's

defenœ capability' (Cotton,

1982, p. 13).

'Befwe anything else, we must recognize that a fundioning military

requires bonds of trust, sacrifice, and respect within its ranks, and similar bonds
of support and respect between an army and the nation 1 repres8ntsm(Fallaws,
1981, p. 171). These bonds are b a d in the belief of common values (a

component of organizatonal cornmitment according to bath Portet et al. (1974)
and De Coüis and Summer (1987)), confidence in pesrs and leaders, and trust in
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and 'the system'. The ment damisking endeavours can be

considered a breaking of this trust and thereby also the breaking of the

psychological contract behnieen the sddier and the militaryIt is therefore corisidered that culhiral4ncongruent societal changes such

as downsmng have sundered the psychologicalcontract between the sddier and
the military and have negatively affeded bath the institutional orientation (military

ethos) of military rnernbers and their perceptions of organkaüonal support This
implies attendant affeds on the organizational cornmitment of oie sddier. For an

organistion which relies h v i l y on service 'above and beyond the cal1 of duty',

this in tum is Iikely to affect operao
tinal

enedveness

The service bef6re self view discussed above is embodied in what Cotton
(1979; 1982) tefers to as 'the military ethos'. Cotton's MiMary Ethos Scak

measures the "individual's fundamental beliefb about appropriate noms fbr
participants in milÎtary organiratonsu(Cotton, 1979, p. 60). Essentially, it

wncerns whether or not the rnilitary is 'just a job' ( o ~ c u ~ o norientation)
ai
or
whether 1 involves a more encompassing, vocato
i nal

asped (institutional

orientation) (Cotton, 1981; 1988; Moskos, 1977). High scores on the Military
Ethos Scale inâiicae more of an institutional orientation and low scores, an

occupational orientation(Cotton. 1979). The vocaüonal or institutional orientation
is expeded to be both afbctive and nomative in nature, touching as it does on
the noms and values of the military and strong beliek. ft was also hypothesmd
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that the 'just a job', occupational orientation end of the continuum would be

related to CC. Theref'ore,

-

Hypothesis 11 W S is positively reIated to Military Ethos (institutional
orientation);

-

Hypothesis 12 Miliiry Ethos (institutional

oneritation) is positively related

to AC;

-

Hypothesis 13 Miliiry Ethos (institutional orientation) is positively related
to NC; and

-

Hypothesis i 4 Military fthos (instihrtionalorientation) is negatively
related to CC.
Coworker S u ~ w r t

Coworker support has been found to be nbted to organizaüonal
cornmitment bath diredly and indirectly (Waliace, 1995a). This is a particularly
important constnidwithin a military context because of the cultural value that
soldiers rely on each other and are generally mutually supporüve, espeüally when
deployed far from other support p e m s such as family. Tfierefore,

-

Hypothesis 15 Coworker Support is positively related to FOS.
Financial Need to Work
Issues of the anedive camporient of organirational cornmitment aside, it is
a fact of life that most people rnust work in order to have the necessafy funds to

support themselves and th& families. for example, an individual may not have a
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stmng cornmitment to an organàaaon but needs to be employed- This is

ernbodied in the notion of conünuance cornmitment that the= are f i other
available employment alternatives or that ieaving wwld constitute too high a

financial sacrifice (e.g. pension con~ider~ons).
Hypothesis 16 - Financial Need is positively rdated to CC.
lntent to Stav

Numerous reseatchers have considered the construct of commitment and
its relationship to intent to stay (Mau 8 h l , 1987; Farrell & Rusbutt, 1981;

Porter, et al., 1974; Steem, 19n). Although the focus of this study was to assess

a mode1 of commitment, it was considered appropriate to indude a measure of
intent to stay in order to confinn this wnsequenœ of commitment. This outcorne

variable is particularly relevant given the &al

exdiange fiamework of the study

and the organimtional conte* of downsiring currently k i n g the military. As
explained previously, the requirementfor funclional versus dysfundional turnover
is a particularly wcial one in this conte&

Hypothesis 18 - NC is posiovdy related to lntent to Stay;

Hypothesis 17 AC is positively relatecl to lntent to Stey;

-

Hypothesis 19 CC is pogiovely related to lntent to Stay.
The Dresent studv

The present stwly proposes a mode1 of organirational cornmitment derived
from exchange aieory in which the degree of perceived organizational support or
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POS cornbutes to an exchange between employer and empfoyee whidi, as

discussed above, generates a tension which needs to be resoived. The employee

miprocabs with organbtional cornmitment Perceptions of the employer's
contribution to the exchange relationship are eviâent in the POS (Eisenberger. et
al., 1986). Coworker Support, Career Prospects, and Job Security variables. The
relaüonships of the Military Ethos (aienfafion towards the military)(Cutton. 1981),

and Afiedive, Continuance, and Normative Cornmitment (Meyer & Allen. 1984;
Meyer. Allen, & Smith,1993) ara investigated as are the implicationsof the latter
for lntent to Stay. A mode1 pomying aiese relaüonships is shown at Figure 3.

Mrnods
Measures
A survey was devised which induded the items from al1 of the measures
described below (total of 77 attitudinal items and 23 items which requested
biogaphical in@rmation).

Because the survey was administered to a rnilitary

population, the wwding of some items was adjusted acmrdingly. A ccpy of the

pre-test version of the survey, induding the inslnictions, is in Appendk A

Atütudinal items employed a Likert-type scale. ranging from 1 (totally
disagree) to 7 (totaliy agree). Attitudinal items from each of the scales were

randornized and some items wem reverse coded (item label coding far the final
venion of the survey is stKmn in Appendbc 6).

Respondents Men fegr that biographical infomaüon may be used to
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identify them. To alleviate this concem, and any potential bias in responses which
could result, al1 items requesting biographical inbrmation were at the end of the
instrument. A standard list of biographical items, which is typically used in
Canadian Forees (CF) surveys was used because the survey was included in a
CF composite survey- Much of this information was not specific to or required for

the purposes of this study. For example, aboriginal or mino*

status was

indudedas part of the standard Iist but is not relevant to the present study- Such
information is, therefbre, not reported here.
The following measures were induded (number of items and previously
report& reliability cwfîicients, respedively, are reported in parentheses). Each of

the component measures are shown separately in the Appendices. Note that

-

Appendices C O show the items in their original forms, as published by previous
researchers (for those items which have been previously used). As discussed
above, items wre adjusted for use wiai a military popuiation. In most cases,this
adjustment consisted of changing 'my organization" for 'the military? The
adjusted items are s h m in Appendii A, the sunrey which was used for the pilot
study.
To measure organizational cornmitment, the o
fo
lwn
ig

scales were induded

(brackets indicate number of items and a reliability coefficients respectively):
Affective Cornmitment Scale (8, -86) (Meyer & Allen, 1984); Continuanœ

-

Comrnitrnent Scale (8, .81) (Meyer & Allen, 1984); and Nonnative Cornmitment
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Scale (6, -76) (Meyer, Allen, & Smith, 1993) (see Appendices ClDl and E).
Previously reported reliabilitiesf6r Continuance Cornmitment- High Sacrifice and

-

Continuanœ Commitment Low Altematives are (3, -71) and (3. -72)respednlely
(McGee & Ford, 1987). The Afliedve Cornmitment Scale includes items such as
'1 do not fieel "emotionally

attache@to the miliiry (R)' and 'The military has a

great deal of personal meaning for mea. The W n u a n œ Cornmitment Scale

Low Alternatives

-

indudes items such as '! feel I have t
w fW options, to consider

kaving the military." and 'Right now, staying with the mi(itary is a matter of

-

necessity as much as desire". The Continuanœ Commitment Scale High
Sacrifice indudes items such as 'There would be &O many disrupüons in my Iife if

Idecided Iwanted to leave the military now" and 'It would be very hard for me to

l a v e the miMary right now, even if Iwanted to.' Items such as '1 do not feel any
obligation to remain with the military (R)" and 'Even if it were to my advantage, I
do not feel it would be right to bave the military now." are included in the

Normative Commitment Scale.
The Survey of Pedved

Organizatimal Support, Short Version (17, -97)

(Eisenberger, et al., 1986) was used to rneasum that constnict (Appendii F). It
consists of items such as 'The military is wilting t.o extend itseff in order to help

me perform my job to the best of my abilii and 'Even if !did the best job
possible, the military would fail to notice (R)".
The Military Ethos Scale, (6, .78)(Cotton, 7979) was used to assess
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(Appendbc G). Typical items indude 'What a member of

the Forces does in his or her aff-duty hours is none of the military's business' and
'Military personnel should perfwm their oper~ona1
duües regardless of the

personal and family consequemes (R)'.

Career Pmpects was assessed by me items. based on the career fadors
scale used by Jans (1985; 1989) and items from Price and Kim (1993). They are
listed in Appendix H and indude '1 am in a deadend job (R)' and 'I have the

opportunity fw advancement in the military'.

Job Security was measured by three items, devised fw this survey, which
are shown in Appendix I. '1 believe that I can stay a member of the military for as
long as I want tomis an example of a Job Seairity item.

Items fw Financial Need to Work (thme items. Agpendix J) inciude 'How

many people are financially depandent on you (induding spouse. children.
parents, as applicable)?

Caworker Support (Appertdix K) items (3 #tom Caplan, Cobb, & French,
1975 and 2 trial) indude 'My coworkets are willing to listen to my job-related

problernsmand 'I can rely on my cmmrkers for help when I need it'
lntent to S a y was meawred using 4 items used by the CF in its

continuous Conditions of Service survey ( Appenûix L) such as '1 will stay in the
CF for as long as I can" and '1 w i l accept the Force Reduction Pmgram (FRP)if

omred".
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Biographical items, consisüng of the standard personal information

requested on CF sunreys, are listed in Appendix M. In addition to biographical
information generally requested on cMlian survey foms, #is -on

of the

survey requests infamation about military rank, occupation, first official language,
length of service, and type of military unit sewed in (operational or staüc).

Some evidence suggests that even when career or family stage is
parüalled out. age remains a predictor af cornmitment (Allen 8 Meyer, 1993; Jans.
1989). Age was, aterdbre, measured in order to detennine whether it could be

statistically contrdled or whether it should consüîute one of the variables in the
model-

Common method variance (Campbell 8 Fiske, 1959; PodsakH & Organ.
1986) may ocair when using data fmm the same sources and similar measures.

Although Spector and Brannick (in press) indicate that metticxi variance rnay not

be as serious a concem as previously thought, method varianœ concems and
issues dative to response sets (Fiske, 1971) were parüally addressed by reverse
coding of items, randomizing the items from the various measures (as opposed to
grouping each measure sepamtely), and by the indusion of positivelnegative
affecovity items (Price 8 Kim, 1993; VVïlliams & Anderson, 1994; Williams, Gavin,

8 Williams, 1996) and social desirability items (Ballard, 1992; C m e & Marlcrwe,
1960; Fisher & Fick, 1993 (Appendices N and O respectively). The relationship of

social desirability and posiüvefnegative affectivity to the variables of interest was
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examineci to ascertain whether original or residual scores were used for analysis.

Pilot Sfudy
Pracedures
A pilot study was conducted in July 1996 with a sample of miliiry

personnel (n=61) at CF Base Calgary. The purpose of the pilot version of the
survey was to assess time required fiOr suwey administratiociand to ensure that

items, partiwlariy those items which had not been used previously, were
understandable.
The Base Commander of CF Base Calgary indicated that he wished to

minimire dismption ofhis personnel because of ongoing and operational
requirernents. Aamrdingly, copies ofthe pilot suwey, wiai instructions, were
provideci to each Branch Head on the Base who was muesteci, by covering
Ietter signed by the Base Commander, to distribute them to personnel who

wished to voluntarily complete it and send it via intemal mail to the principal
investigator.
Implicit, as opposed to explicit, informed consent was obtained. in
accordanœ with standard CF procedures for survey administration,

participants

were advised of the rationale and nature of the stuûy and asked to vdunteer to
complete the suwey instrument Simply not compleüng the instrument, or
subrnitting a blank instrument was an option available to al1 participants. Infomed

consent was then implidt if the instrument was completed. This procedure
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addresses the same issues of consent which are inhemnt in a M e n informed
consent procedum. Hmver, because personnel are not required to sign a

consent fonn. their name does not appear on any afthe study matenals. This is

an advantage over the m e n consent procedure as participants have more
confidence that their reaponscw will be confidential because their name is not

used on sny documentation.
Survey instmcti*onsoutlined the aim of the research as well as the aim of
the pikt version, assud participantsof complete confidentiality, thanked

participants fw their assistance, and invited them to contact the principal
investigator for any questions, concems, or in order to receive information about
the results of the pilot Pilot instruments and data are king held and safeguarded

under lock by the principal invesügator.
In addition to the measures outlined above, the pilot version induded three

items which were not intendedfor the final instrument (Appendk P). These three
items address completeness of the mode1 and level of analysis. Specifically, one

openended item asked respondents to indicate the thme factors which they
considered to be the most important contributors to theV organizational

comrnitment The other two items asked which phrasing would be most
appropriate in posing questions about their comrnitment Cthe organirationn,'the
rnilitary",or 'the Canadian Forces') and whaaier or not these ternis would have
the same meaning.
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Resutts of oilot studv
Of the 80 copies of the pilot survey which w r e di-buted

as outlined

above, 61 were received (response rate 76.25 %). Respondents indicated that
completion of the instrument took approximately 17 minutes to complete (range

-

05 65). 'Hatf an hout was then used as the estimated tirne required for the final

version of the swvey.
Review of the respans8s provided to the open-ended question asking
respondentsto indicate the Wree factorswhich they consider to be the most

important contributors to their organizational cornmitment indicated mat job
security was the single most important factor. Sixty-one (61) % of respondents

listed job secunty in their top three reasons (31 % first, 10 % second, and 10 %
third). The fdlWng factors wwe also considered important althwgh to a lesser

degree (more than five respondents indicated these items): Yravel' 12 %; and

'incorne, pay, money' 25%. There was, further, a great deal of variety in m e r
responses provided. They induded dedication, 'making a differenœ', discipline,
sense of belonging, 'senhg my country',job availabili on 'civilian street', and
looks good on the resume. Because of its potential rdationship in both the social

exchange context and relative to PUS and the strong response on the pilot
survey, aie Job Secunty variaMe was added to the final version ai the survey.

In response to the items asking which phrasing would be most appropriate
in posing questions about their cornmitment ('the organization",.the rniliitary', or
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Wie Canadian Forces9)and whether or not these ternis would have the same
meaning, 41-33% of respondents considered 'the militarÿ to be the best
phrasing, fdlowed by 31-03% who preferred 'the C P and 17.24% who prebrred
"the organization' (n=52). Hatf of the respondents (50%) indicated that those

tens did not mean the same thing (n=61). Anoaier question gave a specific

example in asking respondents to indicate which (one only) of the following

options wouM be best in posing questions about their cornmitment- 'The
organization cares abwt my opinions.', 'The military cares about my opinions.",
'The CF cares about my opinions.', 36% indicated 'Yhe milRari, 18 % 'the

organizationn,and 31% Yhe CF. Accordingly, items on the final version of the
survey were phrased '.....the military... .'.
Twentyeight respondents (46 %) pmvided additional comments on the

suwey in the space pmvïded. Comments generally refened ta organizaüonal
policies mat were perceived to impact negatively on their cornmitment or other

organizational issues (14 or 50 %) as op-

to the survey Îtself (d 0 or 36 % of

comments) which is what they had been asked to provide comments on. The
remaining faur oomments addressed the ublity of conduding this survey - three
indicated that it was a good idea (e.g. good to see a sunrey that will help us') and

one that it was 'a waste of time' (presumably implying that the respondent had
little faÏth that action would be taken). Of the ten items related to the survey items,

four objeded to the indusion of the demographic items regading aboriginal or
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minority stahis. Of the remaining comments, üiere was no consistent difkulty
with any one item or aspect of items (suchas d i n g , simiianty of questions). In

faci, no two resp~ndents
commented on the same specific item or asped

The participantsin this.study (N=1334) urne sewing membersofthe CF.
They were sdected by quota sampling, straMed f9r .represenCatWenessby:

military dement (Amy, Air: Force, Navy), military occupation grouping
(operational, support), rank, fi& offiaal laquage (FOL) and gender- Sampling
was random within each cell. The response rate was 67%-(1334/2000).. The
obtained sample roughly approximates the CF as awhole ahhorrgh wom@nwere
over-sampied (27.8 % of sample versus 10.7%.inthe CF as-ot1 January 1997),

-

(ammunication National M n œ Headquarters, Deparbnent of Personnel
Information Senkes).
The age range was from 18 to 54 years CM = 34.93,

m-=
6.84). Males

constituted 72.2 % (fernales 27.8 %) of the sample. Appmximately seventy-five

percent (74.8 %) of the sarnpie indicated that mir First CXMal Language was
English (25.2 % French). Education levels were as follows: some high sdiool or
high school diploma (47 %), some college or college diploma (18.1 %), some
university or university degree (27.2 %), and some graduate school or a graduate

degree (7.7 %). The sample msisted of 21-8 % single persond, 99.9 %
personnel married to a military spouse, and 58.3 % personnel msrried to a civilian
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spouse.
Operabonal elements wre represented as 36.8 % Amy, 19.8 % Navy,
and 42.9 % Air Force. Junior non-commissioned membars (Private, Corporal,
Master Corporal) constituteâ 42.7% of the sample, senior noncomrnissioned

members (Sergeant, Warrant Otiicer, Master Warrant Ofiicer, Chief Wanant
ORcer) 24.7 %, junior officers (Onicef Cadet, Second Lieutenant, Lieutenant,

Captain) 21-6 %, and senior officers (Major, LieutenantColonel, Colonel, and
General) 10.1 %. Personnel employed at operational units constituted 52.1 % of
the sample (nonoperational units 47.9 %). Demographic information is

summarized at TaMe 1. Note that 'valid percent', which accounts fw missing
values when calculaüng percentages, was used.
Procedures

The survey was distributeci to al1 participants as part of anather survey
being administered by the CF dunng November 1996. The Canadian Forces
Personnel Research Team (CFPRT) distributed the combined survey which
indudeci, as two separate sections, the cornmitment survey and an attitude

survey regarding military messes and institutes.

Names of participants, based on the sampling fiame outlined above, and
copies of the survey were provided to Personnel Seledion Offcers (PSOs) at CF
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Percent

-

72.2

Gender Male

27.8

Femaie

-

ûfiïcial Language Engïrh

74-8

French

25.2
47.0

18.1

27.2
7.7

-

21-8

Marital status Single

MarrÏed to military spouse

19.9

Married to civiliiiin spouse

58.3

-

36.8

Element Amy

19.8

Navy
Air Force

43.3

-

42.7

Rank Junior Non-commissioned

Senior Non-cornmissioned

24.7

Junior OQlicer

22.2

Senior Ofiicer

10.4

-

52.1

Unit of employment operational

no~~)mrational

626

47-9
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ûases across Canada. The PSOs aded as survey administration coordinators
and distnbuted the surveys to the nameâ partiapants via Base intemal mail.
As with the pilot study, instructions induded a d-m'on

of the study and its airn,

instructions to contact the Base PSO or the CFPRT if they had any questions,
and an expianation that participation was voluntary and corifiûential. No narnes or
identification nurnbers a p p r e d on the instrument and personnel were instnicted
to place the completed document in an envelope (pmvided) addressed to the

principal investigator, seal the enveiope, and submit it via intemal base mail.
The Department of National Dance, which indudes the CF, is a national
tio
titn.
govemment department. As such, it is a bilingualnisu

Accordingly, and to

ensure representativeness, the survey was transiated and distributed in bilingual
format. Participants thus completed the suwey in their prefWred language.
The completed surveys are being safeguarded in accordanœ with CF
security procedures at the CFPRT in Ottawa-The data are rnaintained indefinitely

on the CFPRT main database and tM,copies on cornputer diskette are held by
the principal investigator, M o is similady safeguarding the data under lock.
Ail public opinion research conduded witfiin and by the CF is subject to
the Department of National Oefence ethical approval regulations and procedures

and, thereby, the Govemment of Canada guidelines for Public Opinion Research.
Administration

of this survey, as well as the research design of the study, was

therefore subject to CFPRT technical and ethics approvaI in addion to The
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University of Calgary eaiics policy and procedures.
Analvses

T-tests on each of the variables ofintersst (e-g. AC, POS) were perfomied
to ascertain if groups defined by demographic information difFered substantially in
their responses to the attitudinal items to any large extent (e-g. whether males

and females or Angophones and Francophones d i i in mir responses)These tests were conduded to determine whether demographic variables
showed substantial dintial

shouM be statistically

patterns of responses and, thus, whether they

controlled or included in the test of the rnodel-

The sampk was spli by each of the foliowing demographic variables and
t-tests perfomed: gender, FSrst Oniaal Language (Anglophone/ Francophone),

element (Amy, Navy, Air F m ) .
The full sample (n=1334) was used to cablate descriptive staüsti~.

Correlations were calcuiated to detemine if Negative Affecüvity, Social

Desirability, and age should be statisücally controlled. Alpha reliability Coeffjcients
(Cmnbach, 1951) were computed to assess the intemal consistency of the

attitudinal measures.
In order to assess whether the three- or four-component conceptualization
of commitment should be used in this study, a common fador analysis (maximum

likelihood) with oblique rotaüoris was amducted on the commitment items. A
common factor analysis (maximum likeiihood) with oblique rotations was also
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conducted with only the items of the twu CC sukales HiSac and LoAR to further

clam CC.
For the model testng, the sampîe of 1334 was split to allow for two
samples, a d e w o n and a validation sample, with which to test the model.
Listwi-

deleüon of miçsing values was wed oiroughout. After listwise deleüon of

missing values for the model testing, two samples of 522 (group 1) and 520
(group 2) remained. In each case, this was more than suffiCient for tesüng the
model (based on the guideline of 10 participants per estimated parametet;

Tabadinik & Fidell, 1996).

To control for Age and Negative AnectMty, al1 remaining variables in the
mode1were first regressed on those hivo variables and matrices of residuals. for
each of the derivation and validation samples (gmups 1 and 2 iespedively), were
generated and used as input to the LISREL analysis of the model. T-tests on
each of the variables of interest (e.g. AC, ?OS) were perforrned to confinn that
Group 1 and 2 did not differ substantially in their responses.
The model outlined at Figure 3 was tested by structural equation modelling

(SEM) in LISREL 8 (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1993) using the derivation sarnple,
Group 1 data. Minor modifications. suggested by the modification indices

provided by LISREL 8, were made if they made sense theoretically. These

modificationsare disarssed in detail below. The adjusted model was then tested
on the validation sample (Group 2).
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Resutts
!nitiaI analyses and staüstical decisions

Data examination

The date were inioally examined to resdve any inconsistenaes, presenœ
of outliers, and to consider the assumption of norrnality. Resutts of data screening
tests are presented in Appendix R. The variables of interest are distribvted

appmxirnately normalfy. R e s u b of the t-tests are presented in Appendix R, Table

R2,
Of the 40 tests presented in Table R2,6 wem staüsücally significant at the
a=.OOi level. No single demographic item has more than 2 significant results (of 8

tests) and no one attitudinal scale has consistently statisücally significant results.

Gender had a number of results approadiing significance. However, examinaüon
of the actual mean differences revealed that although approaching significance in
statisücal ternis. the differences are pracücally very small and are therefore rot

sufficiently substantive to wanant consideraton. For example, for PUS (t = 3.08,
~ 0 0 2men's
)
responses had M = 64.57. SD = 17.01 and women's M = 61.28, SD

= 17.51. It was alerefore decided that the pattern of mean responses to atatudinal

scales did not d i r substantially by demographic chatacteristics and it was thus
not necesssry to staüiically contrd them fPr subsequent analyses.
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The initial comlaüons of the variables, as measured by the scales, are
presented at Table 2. The full sample was used (n = 1028, because ofsW
islei

deletion of missing values).

Most of the c o ~ o n between
s
the major variables of interest are as
would be expeded given the theoretical raüonaîe for their inclusion in the model.

Social desirabilii, which was measured to assess -ble

response biases,

shouueâ oniy three significant correlations with other variables (AC, POS, and
Coworker Support) afaiough mne are large @ =.09, Q c .O1;1=.14, g < - 0 0 1 , ~
=.12, Q < .(#il
respectively). Negative affectvity, induded fPr the same reason,

was significantiy correlatedwith al1 of the m e r variables; five of these

correlations are above -3 (AC, ?OS, C a m Prospects, Caworker Support, and
iecl
Social 0esirability)- Therefare, it was decd

to control statisücally for Negatïve

Affectivity. It was also decided to not control for Sacial Desirabiiii, given its

minimal relationstiip wïth the study variables. As Negative Affectivity and Social
Desirabilitywwe significantiy correiated it was, further, suspected that confrolling
for Negative Afiéctivrty cwld a h sente t c ~reduce the thme signifiant

corretations of Social Desifaôility.
Of the Welve correbtions of Age with other variables of interest (Table 2),
eight were signifiant (AC, CC, Miiiiry €#os, Career Prospects, Job Security,
lntent to Stay, Social Desirability, and Negative Anedivity). They also difbred in

Table 2. Initial Correlation of Variables
Variable
1. AC
2, NC

3. CC

4. POS

5.Military Ethos
6. Career Prospects

7. Coworker Support
8. Job Security
9. lntent to Stay

10. Social Desirability

11. Negative Affeclivity
12. Age
13. Financial Need to Wori
Nota * p <.01, **p <.001, n = 1028.
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both magnitude and dicectjon (fram 1 = -08 t o =~-22, three positive and four

negative r's).It was therefOre decided to conttd staü~ticallyfor Age.
Intemal Consistencv of the Measures
Alpha reliability coefficients (Cronbach, 1951) were carnputed to assess

the intemal consistency af the atütudinal measures and are shown at TaMe 3 as

are the means and standard deviations for each of the scales (cumulative mes

for each scaîe exœpt for Financial Need to Work which consists of z-scores).
The fdlmng are the obtained reliabiktiesfor the cornmitment scales.

followed by the a reported by a previous researctier. Note that each exceeds the

'satisfactory level of reliability' (Nunnally 8 Bernstein, 1994, p. 264) uf -70 for

-

measures used in m r c h exœpt for CC High Sacrifice :
Anecüve Cornmitment, -.81

(-86, reported by Meyer & Allen, 1984),

Normative Cornmament, g=.79. (-76 teported by Meyer, et al., 1993),

Continuanœ Cornmitment, g=.79, (-81 reported by Meyer & Allen, 1984),

-

CC Low AitemMves, g=.74, (-72 reported by McGee & Ford. 1987),
CC - High Saaifice, p.69,(-71 reported by McGee & Ford, 1987).
POS (short version), g=.92 (-97 reportecl by Esenberger, et al., 1986). and
Military Ethos, g= .70 (-78 reparted by Cotton, 1979).

Coworker support items exhibited intemal consistency @--83). as did the
career prospects items (a=.79), and the intent to stay items (az.83).Negaüve
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afkcMtyand sudal desirabili reliabilities were arz.61 and a=.63 respedively.
Adjusting scales by defang items wwld not have impmved scale reliabiliies for
any of the scafes.
Initiai alpha for the three job security items was a=.42. The three items

were therefore examined with a view to ascertainhg why the intemal consistency
was relatively low. The three items were: '1 believe aiat I can stay a member af

Table 3. Means. Standard Deviaüons. and Reliibiliies for the Attitudinai Scales.

Affective Commitment
Normative Cornmitment

Continuanœ Cornmitment
CC - Low Alternatives
CC - High Sacrifice

POS (short version)
Military Ethos

Career Prospeds
Caworker Support
Job Seairity

intent to stay
Negative Afbcüvity
Social Oesirability
Note: cumulative scores for each scale.
-
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the military fw as long as I want to-', '1 am confident that I m'Il be granted my next
engagement (contract)).',and 'One of the masons I m a i n in the military is

because of job security).'Nde Mat the third item Iisted does refw to job seairity
but also alludes to m e r possible reasons. It is considered that this introduces

other variance into the item and thereby afleds respondents understanding of it.
This item was aierefore deleted. Reliability for the adjusted scale was a=.60.
Athough not constitdng a scale per se, the three items induded as

indicaton of financial neeû to work w r e also subjected to reliability calculations
after transfwming to z-scores ( b u s e of different response formats). Initial

a=.38. ltem 1 ('If I were to quit or lose my job, my dependants and I could live on
savings (and rny spouse's salary, if applicable) fbr some tintellong enough to find
another job.') and ltem 3 ('What peroentage of family income does your salary

represent?') address the financial need to be employed. Ej<aminationof ltem 2
('How many people are financially dependent on you (induding spouse, children,

parents, as applicable)?') indicates that 1 is ambiguous. Respondents may simply
have indicated the number of petsons in the family as opposed to ccrnsidering
their relianœ on the respondent For example, a respondentmth a working

spouse rnay have indicated all family members as dependant on him or her
without regard to the income of the spouse or other family membets. FuIther,

because of poor wording R was undear whether or not the respondent was
induded in this number. This item was therefore droppeâ. Reliability of the two
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remaining items was a=.49. Alpha coefficients are, hawever, sensitive to a smaall
number of items (Cronbadi, 1951; Fiske, 1971). When the number of items is
very small. item intemrrelaüon is a more refiable indicator as it is less sensitive

to few items. Accordingly, item intercorrelations wwe calculateci for the two

Financial Neeû items

-33,F
--001) as well as for the previously disaissed

Job Secunty items @.43,

e<= -001).

-

Continuance Commitment One or Two Scales?
As disaissecl in the literature review, W e e and Ford (1987) suggested

that it may be more appropriate to split Meyer and Allen's (1990;1991)

-

Continuanœ Commitment (CC) scale into two: CC Low Alternatives and CC

-

High Sacrifice. They indicated that the consistmcy demonstrated by the full scale

was due to variances in the subscales that wre roughly equal in magnitude and
opposite in sign and noted a d+mten@al
relatioriship of these two subscales to

other constnicts. Hacket, et al. (1994) noted that using the two subscales of
continuanœ commitment did provide "a slightiy Mter fit to the datan(Hacket, et
al., p. 21) but also indicated that they did not have stmng diffbrential relationships

to other variables and that the two were highiy correlated.

To assess whether the three- or fwrcomponent conceptualaaüon of

commitment should be used in this study, a cornmon factor analysis (maximum
likelihood) with oblique rotations was conductecl on the cornmitment items. The

results (ses Table 4) indicated that aU CC items loaded on a single factor. In
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Table 4. Commibnent Factors (cornmon -or
likelihood),oblique rotatons)
Item

M

SD

Factor 1

analysis (maxÏmum

Fador 2

Factor 3

AC6
AC2
AC?
AC3
AC8
NC4
AC5
NC6
AC4
AC1

Note: n = 1287, Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy =
-

-90696, Bartlett Test of Sphericity = 9298.4560, Significance = -0000)
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Table 5.

item

M

SD

Factor 1

Note: tactor rnritmc &atisü~.Pattern matmc is not provided if, as in this
case, the solution cannot be rotatd to pmvide a second factor.

order to danfy the CC factor structure, without the attendant 'noise' of the AC and

NC items. a cornmon factor analysis (maximum likelihood) with oblique rotations

was also mduded on the CC items alone. Again, al1 items loaded on a single
factor (see TaMe 5) despite separate attempts made to 'fprce' the continuance

commitment items into two subscales by specifying four factors for the analysis
of al1 commitment items and by specifying two factors for the continuance
commitment items. No clear fourth bctor emerged (one a M v e cornmitment

item loaded on aie fourth factor) and al1 continuance cornmitment items remaineci
on a single factor for bath analyses.
The correlations between the commitment scales (see Table 6) for the

threecomponent mode1 indicated that CC and AC are relatively independent
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= -025) and mat CC and NC are correlatecl tu some extent

(r = -21, g<.001). For the fourcornponent model (see Table 6). CCHiSac and

CCLoAft were both conelated wiai AC & = -09.F-01;1= -.08, F-01)to a very
small degme, although opposite in sign. CCHiSac was correlated with NC (r =
.26, p.007)but CCLoAlt was to only a small degree @ = -08, p<.OOl). The two

subscales were strongfy corrielated & = .69, g <.O01 ).

Similar resub wwe obtained when partial correlations were used to

= -08, ~=.01;CC and

contml for Negative AnI;edivity and Age. ( CC and AC,

Table 6. Correlation of Commitment Variables
Variable

1

2

I

.6F

-

1I

-.08* -OS*

3

4

.68-

-

t

i

1

2. NC

-

3. CC Low Alternatives
4.CC-HighSacnfice

-

i

1I

-09'

-26-

1

Note: p <.Olt p c.001, n = 1028. EigM-item CC scale used.
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-001; CCLaAltand AC,

= -.O1 ,e .88; CCHiSac and NC. p~ = -31, p c -007;CCLoAlt and NC g~ = .15, p c
-00A.) The two subscales were also stmngly correlateû when contrdling Cor Age

and Negative Aniectivity @L = -69, c. 001).

Irnportantly, aithough there wwe difkrential relafhnships of the two

components, High Sacrifice and Low Alternatives, to other variables in the model,

they do not appear to be substanüal (see Table 7). For example, after controlling

for Age and Negative Afiküvity, CC was not highly correlated with POS (L = -10,
e..OOl) nor was CCHiSac (L = -13, p.01) or CCLoAtt (r = -05,e(.001); CC was

correlated with Intent to Stay (L = -47,gc.001) as w e n CCHiSac (C = -49. pc.001)
and CCLoAtt (r = -37, pc.001). The results of the fsictor analysis (Table 4) and the

examination of possible diffbrential correlations with other constnicts (TaMe 7)
support the condusions of Ha&& et al., (1994) regarding the factor unity of

continuance commitment
For the reasons discussed above, 1 appears that the threecomponent

conceptuakation of commitment is more appropriate. Acoordingly, the three-

component conceptualmon

was used for the test of the organizational

mmitment mode1 within the military.
lntent to Stav

Some cornmitmant scales seem to consist of a numbr of items which
appear to be 'intent to star items (e.9. FamIl&Rusbuit, 1981). The rektionship
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of the three components of commitment with intentions to stay was, therefore.

considered by examining the patterns of coneIaüons. Initial oomIations (Le.pnor
to any scale revisions) of 'intent to star with each of the cornmitment constfucts

were significant: AC, = -53, e<.001; NC, = -51, p.001;and CC, 1 = -43,
p<.O01. After contrdling forAge and Negatnfe Anectivity, the partial correlations

were similar. Given that relationshipswere expectd between these c o n m d s .
as outlined in the study hypothesas and described in Figure 3. ttiey should be
(and were) correlated. The correlationswere not so strong as to indicate that the

same conanict was being measured. Each of the cornmitment scales appears to
represent a constnid which was dinierent from 'intent to stay'.
Summarv of initial decisions
T-tests on each of the variables of interest (e-g. affecave commitment,

POS) were performed to confimi that Group 1 and 2 did not differ substanüally in

their responses. There were no signcficant resuits on eïther homogeneity of
variance or 1- tests. Results of these t-tests are presented in Appendix R, Table
R3.

As discussed above. a number of minor adjustments were made to the
data based on initial examination and testing. As a mult, the Job Security and

Financial Need to Work scales were reduced to two items, the three-component
model was detemined to be more appropriate than the fourcomponent model,
and 1 was decided to mnttd statistically for Age and for Negative Affecüvity. It
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was determined aiat it was not necessary to control for Social ûesirability.
In order to contra1fw Age and Negative AfiWvity, al1 rernaining variables
in the model wem first regressed on those two variables and matrices of
residuals, for each of the derivation and validation samples (groups 1 and 2
respectively) w r e gerierated and used as input to the LISREL analysis of the
model.
Test of the mode1

The mode1outfineci in Figure 3 was fimt tested by structural equation
modelling (SEM) in LISREL 8 (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1993) using the derivation
sample, Gmup 1 data (n=522). Path estirnates, modification indices, and
goadness of fit indices wwe ail used ta assess the fit of the model fo the data and
to make minor modifications. In LISREL, path estimate output indudes a t-test
result to assess signficance. Values greater than 2.00 indicate significance at the
-05 level and greater than 2.56, signiiicanœ at the -01level. Minor modiiïcations,

suggested by the initial resuits,were made only if they made sense theoreb'caily.
These modifications are diswssed in detail below. The adjusted modd was then

tested on the validation sampie (Group 2, n=520).
The fit of the mode1to the data was assessed by using the folIowing

gwdness of fi indices: C h i i u a r e (w3; the Standardii Root Mean Square
Residual (SRMR); the Gmdness of Fit lndex (GFI); the Adjusled Goodness of Fit
lndex (AGFI); and the Nomied Fi Index (NFI).
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In LISREL, the ChiSquare statisdic indicates poor fit when values are large
and good fit M e n they are small. It is very sensitive to sample ske, however, as
trivial diirences between sample and estimateci population matnCcesare offen

signifiant (Tabachnik & Fidell, 1996). Jomskog & Sorbom (1989) suggest that its

graater uülity lies in considering the amount of the drop of chi-square when
modifications are made to the original model.
The Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR) represents the

average difference between the varfances and covaMnces of aie sample and of
the population estimates and is an indication of the overall fît of the mode1 to the

data. A small SRMR indicates a goobfitting model. Possible values range h m O
to 1, and values of -05 or less are desired (labachnik 8 Fidell, 1996; Joreskog &

Sorborn, 1989).

The Goodness of Fit Index (GFI) (Bentler, 1983, cited in Tabachnik 8
Fidell, 1996) and the Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI) (Tanaka & Huk.
1989 cited in Tabachnik 8 Fidell) calculate the proportion of variance in the

sample mat& accounted for by the estimated population mat& Tanaka and

Huba (cited in fabachnik 8 Fidell) consider 1 analogous to R* in multiple
regmion. f he AGFl version of this staüstic is adjusteâ in accordance wiai the
number of estimated parameters in the mdel. 60th of these measures should be

between O and 1 (Joreskog & Sorbom, 1989) and high values (e.g. greater than
.90) indicate a good-Wng model.
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The Normed Ft Index (Bentler-Bonett, 1980 cited in Taôachnik & FÏdell,
1996) assesses the fit of the model by camparing it to a hypothetkd

independence model, which wouîd

only if al1 variables were completely

unrelated. The statistic has values from O to 1 and values greater than -90
indide a goodmng model.

Path estimates for the original mode1 are shown at TaMe 8 and
Table 8. Path Estimates for Oriainal Model
--

POS

Beta

€TH NC

AC

CC

STA

POS
€TH

NC

STA

Gamma

POS

!
I

t

C M
.31*

i

€rH

STA

l

œ

-

CAR
-53-

-

-

FIN

-

C

JOB

-.O3
L

C
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rnodificaüon indices are in Table 9. Goodness of fit indices ior the original model

= 20) were:

s=121-88, Q c -001;SRMR = -07;GFI = -88;AGFI = -96;NFl=

.92 and are shuwn at Table 10. The goodness of fit indices indicated that the fit of

the original model was reasonably good- The path estimates (TaMe 8) indicated

that the- were a number of non-significant paths; from POS to NC, fiom Ethos to
NC, h m Ethos to CC, from Career Prospeds to AC, and al1 paths related to Job

secufity.
The modification indices (Table Q), furthe?,suggested that some

impmvement could be made to the model. The largest suggested modification
index suggested a path from CC to NC. As Continuance Cornmibrient relates to
either to low aitematives available elsewhere or the high sacrifice which would be
entailed in leaving, it was considerd appropriate to consider a psth ftom CC to

Normative Commitment, which refers to peroeived obligations to the employer. As
the paths which were not significant in the initial analysis wwe, obviously,

estabfished for theoretical reasons it was dedded not to tarnper with them at this
stage of model modification. This is because a minor change to one path can

aiter other paths in the model. TherefOre, the addition of a path suggested by the
madification indices (in this case, the path from CC to NC) could increase the
strength of the nonaignificant paths.

Table 9. Modification Indices for Onainal Model

Beta

POS

ETH
NC
AC

CC
STA

POS

-

-

ETH NC

AC

-

-47

-

-

1.24 .O5

-

- - 4.68
- 3.90 -

3.19

-

4-09

2.51

-

56.84 9.83

-

-

CC STA
6.72 1.52
5.97

7.64

64.18 25.41
1-48 .O1

- 12.57
- CAR

Gamma
POS

CWK

-

FIN
1.47

-

-

ETH

-69

3.14

1-24

134

3.17

18.41

-

.17

6.32
1-02

-29

-

2.99

-

1.O1

.O9

9.81

-73

STA

JOB

-

Table 10. Fit Indices for Oriainal Model

Original

20

121.88,p<.OOl

.O7

-96

.88

-92
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The modification of adding a path fFom CC to NC was made (Change 1)
and a second analysis conduded. The resulting path estimates and modificabcabon

indices are at Tables 11 and 12 respeaively. Goodness of fit indicas for the

revised modelu= 19) were:

z=56.53, p c -001;SRMR = -03;GFI = -94;AGFl

= .98; NFI= -96 and are shown at TaMe 13. Note that the chisquare shawsd a

Table 11. j

POS

€TH NC

AC

CC

STA

POS

STA

Gamma
POS

CWK

1

STA

Note: 'pc.05,

p

toi.

FIN

CAR

JOB
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Table 12. Modii&on Indices fw Chanae 1 to Model

Beta

POS

ETH NC

POS

I

i

-

-13

-

ETH

1i

-

-

.O2

NC

AC

CC
STA

l

I
i

1

f

Gamma

NC

-

-

5.98

5.77

2.39

CWK

POS

ETH

-

1

1

-

CC

STA

8-50 2-62

-14 .O0
8-67

9-43

-

-

4.82
4-05

-19

.25

.û6

3.85

-

FIN

O

AC

-

O

œ

CAR

2.51

-

3.71

-01

3.06

JOB
œ

-06

-46

-

1-99
-007

-82

.O2

11.60

-86

1.31

I

STA

1

Table 13. Fit Indices for OrWinal Modei and Chanae 1

Model
Original

Change 1

df

X'

SRMRGFI AGFl NF1
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distinct improvement (Mm 121-88tu 56.53) and the other indices also
demonstrated improvement The path from POS to NC remainecf non-signifiant

as did al1 of the paths related to the Job Security variables (fiom Job Security to
each of POS, AC, and CC. The paths from Ethos to NC and flom C a m

Prospects to AC both became signifiant in the revised model.
The modification indices suggesteâ a path from Coworker Support to AC.

There was already a path h m Cowoker Support to POS and from POS to AC.
It was cunsidered theoretically sound that Coworker Support would be directly, as

well as indirectly, relatecl to AC. AC ancerns positive feelings about your

organization. It is masonable to expect that Jtrong support f i m your caworkers
would be related to positive fselings about your organizaüon directly as well as

via perceptions of organitaaonal support
Change 2 to the mode1entailed adding this suggested path fiom Cowotker
Support to AC. Table 14 shows the path estimates, Table 15 the modification

indices, and fable 16 the goodness of fit indices fw Change 2 to the original
model. The goodness of fit indices for this revision (df 18) were: f = 46.34, p <
-001; SRMR = .03; GFI = .95; AGFI= -98; NFI- -97. They indicate that the fit of

the model to the data was good.

The thid and final change was to remove the non-significant paths from

the mode1 (Change 3). The reviseâ model, which incorporates al1 of the
modifications made to aie original model, is shown in Figure 4. Path estimates
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Table 14. Path Estimates fw Charme 2 to Model

Beta

POS

ETH NC

AC

CC

STA

POS
ETH
NC
AC

CC
STA

Gamma

CWK

POS

ETH
NC
AC

CC
STA

Note: * p c.05,
-

-p <.01.

FIN

CAR

JOB
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fable 15. Modincation Indices for Chanae 2 to Model

POS
POS

O

ETH

O

AC

CC

215

-

6-40 4.10

-46

2.89

.O0

4-41

-

4-53

-

2-49

-.O2

-59

3-10

-

5-73

2.37

œ

O

STA

ETH NC

-

2-5

-

-001 4-10

-

-

-

STA

3.24

-

CWK

-

FIN
2.24

-

-

2.05

4.04

-23

2.51

-06

-19

.O0 1

AC

-

-

2.50

-

-

CC

.62

-

-99

-

STA

-81

-02

11.60

-86

Gamma

POS
ETH
NC

CAR

JO8

Table 16. F l Indices for Oriainal Model . Chanae 1. and Chanae 2
Model

df

x2

SRMRGFI AGFl NF1

Original

20

121.88, p e .O01

.O7

-88

-96 -92

Change 1

19

56.53.pc.001

-94

.98

-96

Change 2

18

46.34. p c .O01

.O3
.O3

-95

-98

-97
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+

m shown in Tabk 17 and modificationindices m TaMe 18. Goodness of fit
indices for each of the model changes are shown in Table 19. The goodness of fit

indices for the Change 3 rnodel (df 22) were:

49.53, p e -001, SRMR =.03,

GFI = -96, AGFI= -98, and NF1 = -97 indicaüng a good overall fit of the model to
-

Table 17. Path Estimates for Chan-

Beta

3 to Model

i!

POS

€TH NC

AC

CC

STA

!

-

-

-42"

.35"

-

POS
€TH

STA

Gamma

i

C M

FOS

!

-39"

1

ETH
NC
AC

!

i
j

1

cc

i

STA

j

Note: 'p c.05,
-

i

-.17"

"p 4 1 .

-11'

FIN

œ

œ

-

-41

CAR
-75"

JOB

-

-34-

-

-.36"

-

-

-

-
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Table 18. MMficatian indices b r Channe 3 to Mode1
I

Beta

/

POS N NC

AC

CC

STA

-62

-00

4.61

POS

ETH

1

-

-

4

CC
STA

Gamma

CWK

-

CAR

-

JOB

POS

FIN
2.32

ETH

1.56

3.81

.O1

2.10

-

1.59

-

-

.27

-

.21

1.12

-81

.O2

11.60

-86

NC

.O2

.41

AC

-

CC
STA

.O01

.

Table 19. FfiIndices for Oriainal Madel Change 1. Chanae 2. and Chanae 3
Model

Original

Change 1
Change 2
Change 3

df

X2

SRMR

GFI

AGFl NFi

67
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the data. Ail hypooiesiiied paths remaining in the model were signifiant, most at
the . O i level. Only two modification

indices are above the value of 5-00 (at which

one migM oonsider implementing further changes): for the path fiom CC to POS
and the path from POS to lntent to Stay. The first of these was not considered

theoretically sound; organizational support was not expected to influence the low

alternatives asped of continuance cornmitment at all and could perhaps only
relate to the high sacrifice aspect through a aiird variable such as nature or
extent of benefits, such as Mure pension. This latter modification index was only
5.68 and thus relatively minor. As al1 fit indices indicated a good fit of the model

to the data, it was decida that further tampering was unwarranted and could

consütute capitalking on dianœ and the large sample size.
To test the rwised model of organiratonal commitment (Figure 4), the

model was tested with aie validation sarnple (Group 2). The resuiting path
estimates are show at Table 20. the modification indices at Table 21. and the

goodness of fit s W s t i ~provided for this analysis (gf = 22) are s h m in Table 22
and were: 2 = 44.23, p c .001, SRMR = -04, GFI = -98,AGFI= 36, NF1 = .97.

Discussion
In testing a model, the mode1 is first considered as a whole. 1he model of

organirational commitment proposed by this study (Fgure 3) was generally
supported. Modification indices, path estimates, and goodness of fit indices
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indicated a good fit of the model to the data. Minor modifications did imprwe the

model somewhat. This revised modd (Figure 4) was furaier supported in testing
it with a sepamte, validation

sample.

Intinsic to the modd wem nineteen explicit hypotheses about speafic

refationships of variables within 1

-

Table 20. Path Eslimates fw Revised Madel Validation Samde Grouo 21

POS

Beta

ETH NC

AC

CC

STA

POS

ETH
NC
AC

CC
STA

Gamma
?OS
ETH
NC
AC
CC
STA
Note:
-

p c.05,

C M

FIN

CAR

JOB
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Table 21.
D-

2)

POS

-

POS

ETH

-

NC

3.93

ETH NC
11.16

-

- 7.10
- -

AC

-

CC

-67

-

STA

.O1

-32

w

-

Gamma

70

AC

-

-30

STA
.O2

8.3

3.17 . I O

-53

-

2.06

-10

-99

11.15

-

.O8

1.75

-

CC

-

-

.40

-

-

CWK

--

~

CAR

-13

-

JOB

5.14

9-62

FIN

POS

-

ETH

4.1 1

2.56

NC

-99

-55

AC

-

CC

12-39

-

STA

-34

-01

.O03

-

-

-16

-17

-39

2.61

2.13

GF1 AGFl NF1

-35

Table 22.

Model

df

x2

SRMR

Derivation

22

49.53, p < .O01

.O3

.96

-98

-97

Validation

22

44.23, p < .O01

-04

-98

-96

.97
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The degree of affecüve comrnitment was rebted to the degree that an

individual perceives their organuation to be supportive (POS is positively
fe
ifp
oifn
associated with AC, Hypothesis 1)- The pecfecp

of organizational support was

also related to affedive cornmitment. An i n â i i u a l who has strong affective
cornmitment is more likely to perceive the organizaüon as supportive, and
pertiaps evaluate events which contribute to their -ons

of organizaüonal

support in a more positive IigMthan would someone with lower afküve

cornmitment (Hypothesis 4 -AC is positiiely rdated to POS).
Similarly, the degree to which an individual is nomtively committed,
which is viewed as the degree to which one 'ought' to be loyal (Morrow, 1993),

was positive@related to their perceptions of organïzaüonal support (Hypothesis 3

- NC is positively related to POS).
Career prospects, which refers to possibiiïües of career advancemerit,
promotion, and improving job skills, was posiüvety related to each of perceptions

of organizational support, affective cornmitment, and normative mmmitment
(Hypothesis 5, Career Prospeds is positively related to POS; Hypothesis 6,

Career Prospects is positively related to AC; and Hypothesis 7, Career Prospects
is positively related to NC). An individual, then, who believes that they have good
career prospects in an organization is likely to aiso pereeive the organization to
be supportive and to be committed to the organkatbn, both normaüvely and

affectively. Career prospects also relates to afiedive cornmitment indirectly
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through perceptions of organizational support

Perceptionsof organizational support is also pasitively related to the
military ethos, whidi embodies an "indiWual's fundamental beliefs about

appropriate noms for paftiupants in military organizations" (Cotton, 1979, p. 60)

-

(Hypothesis 11 POS is positively retated to Military Ethos). The military ettios

was also positively relateci to each of affécüveand normative cornmitment and
was negatively related to Continuance Cornmitment, as expectecl (Hypothesis 12,
Military Ethos is positively related to AC; Hypothesis 13, MiMary Ethod is
positively related to NC; and Hypothesis 14, Military Ethos is negatively related to

CC). Perceptions of organizational support wem also related to affecüve and

normative cornmitment indirecüy airough the military ethos.
The military ethos, as e>q#cted, had a negative relationship witti

continuance cornmitment. This serves to support Cotton's (1979) study which
discussed differences based on the degree to which an individual's orientation to

the military is occupational (iust a job) or institutional (a vocation). The
institutional orientation (high scores on the scale) was negatively associated with

CC; therefore, those with the 'just a job' orientation were more Iikely to be
committed because of the saaitice of leaving or the la& uf available alternatives

elsewhereSupport of and by coworkers was, as expcted, positively related to
perceptions that the organiration is supportive (HypoUlesis 15, C01ivc)rkerSupport
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is posibnrely rehted to POS). Continuance cornmitment relates to the high
sacrifice whicb would be involved in leaving or low empioyment alternatives
elsewhere. Itwas therefiore e>cpectedthat it would be retatecl to finanaal issues

such as whether or not the rnilitary member was the d e income eamer in a
family (Hypothesis 16, Finandal Need to Work is positively related to CC). This

was suppofted.
Eadi of the types of cornmitment hduded in the oirieecomponent model,
aff;ect'ie,normative, and continuance cornmitment,

was positively related to

intentions to stay in the organbüon (Hypothesis 17, AC is positiveiy related to

lntent to Stay; Hypothesis 18, NC is positively relatd to lntent to S t a ~
and
Hypothesis 19, CC is positively relatecl to lntent to Stay). The lntent to Stay

variable was induded in the model as a combofaüon that oganizaüonal
cornmitment is related to important organizational outcomes and therefore a
worVIwhile topic of study. Further researdi should be conducted related to other

organizaüonal outcomes whidi may have d0ïrentiaIrelationships to
organizational commitment, afthough sorne work has been done in this area (e.g.

Meyer et al., 1989). Some outcorne variables of partïcular interest to a military
population, are willingness to participate in lengthy exercises, overseas -ngs,

or UN missions and se~*ce/perfbmanœ
'above and beyond the d l of duty'.

The path f i m AC to POS was negaüve in sign for both the derivation and
the validation samples. Further, the path fiam Coworker Support to AC was also
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negative in sign in the derivation sampfe and non-signifmnt in the validation

sarnple. tt is unclear why this was the case. There is no theoretical
these signs would be negative.

reason why

For both pairs of variables, correlations and

partial correlations are & m g and positive. Further testing is required to
detemine if a suppressor variable is acting on the relationships or if the change
in sign may be a mit of muiücollinearity.

The foliuwing hypotheses wre not suppwted:

Hypothesis 8 - Job Security is p m i t ' i l y telated to POS;
Hypothesis 9 - Job Seairity is positively related ta AC; and
Hypothesis 10 - Job Security Ïs positively related to CC.
Hypothesis 2 ?OS is positivdy relateci to NC:

Job Sewrity

Job security, important theoretically because of the organizational context
(downsizing) and the ctianging of work, did not have significant paths to any of
the other study variabies (except a positive correlation with Camr Prospects, 1=
-44, Q c -001). A dose examination and consideration of the items used to

measure Job Security, mich wre devised by the author, revealed that they were
adually a poor measure of this constnrct. The original three items were: '1 believe
that I can stay a member of the military for as long as Iwant to.", 1' am confident
that Iwill be gmnted my next engagement (contraci).",and 'One of the reasons I

mmain in the military is because of job secunty.' The third item was removed
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because of its reference to 'other r8asons'. Reliabiiii for the adjusted scale was

The second and third items both refer to the mernber's belief that they
have the option of remaining in the military if they wish to do so because their
contract will be renewed. The distribution

of responses to boai of these items was

platykurtic (kurtosis -1-2 and -.98 respectivdy). Considerationof aiese items in

conjunction with organizational realities revealed that they were not sufficiently
specific. In the miiiiry, the member may be granted successive 'eontracts' as

followç (fairiy standard scenano pmsented here akhwgh there are a number of
variations): an initial three year engagement, a second three year engagement,

an engagement which brings hem to triirenty years of service (called an
Intemediate Engagement or IE), and a final contract which terminates at age 55
(called an Indefinite Period of Service or IPS). There are criteria adated

with

each of these types of contrat%; more stringent ones for the latter two contracts,
the first being dependent only on good performance. For example, within each

occupation a miliiry member must have attained a certain rank, dependent on
occupation, in order to be eligible for either an IE or an IPS. Further, for any
contract members must be medically fit for military duty (a much more stringent
level of mess than is required for civilian employrnent). Members are aware of
their medical status (and official Medical Category).
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In many cases, then, military rnernbers are well aware of the fact that they
will not be granted a subsequent engagement because they do not meet the

critena tor that OOnfract Depending on ind~dual
cimmstances. however. this
would not be akin to a lack ofjob security. For example, a l military people who

have about sk yean of service (if non-commissioned) or about nine years of

service (if off~œrs)are senhtg on either an IE or an IPS. For many people.
ending a military caresr at the completion of an IE (20 years) mnild be considerd
complethg a full career at which time they may engage in a second (civilian)

career. it is an opportunity to feave the miliiry at a fairly young age (generally
around 40 years) witt~an immediate pension. The same is tnie, to an even
greater degree, fbr people who are released at age 55 (IPS). In neither of those

cases would the individual likely consider that there is a la& of job secunty. They
would. h w v e r , respond negatively to either of the two job security items on the

survey because they know they will not be aflared anothef contract. In the case of

someone who is serving on an IPS, in particular, there is no sutsequent contract
possible under miliiry regulabians.
Job secunty rnay, thetefore, remin an important factor in organitatonal

commitment, perceptions of organizaüonal support, and the militat'y ethos. This
possibility was fumer supporteci, in part, by the pilot survey data wherein

respondents indicatedjob secunty as their number one reason fw aieir
commitment to the miMary (37or 61%. a = 61). Furthemore, similar hypotheses
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regarding the C a m Prospects variable, which was related t h e ~ ~ c a land
ly

considered also relevant to both the indicated study variabîes and the

organizational conte* of downsizing, were all supparted in the test of the rnodel.
Thus, Mure research should indude such a variable. measured appropriately.

The hypothesis that POS is posiüvely related to NC was not supported in
the test of the model; hawwer, the hypthesis that NC is positively related to

POS was supported. The NC scale's reliability in this stuây was

= -79 and both

scales (NC and POS) were distributeci approxirnately nomally. Hawever, iàctor

analysis of the cornmitment =les

indiCatecithat two of the NC items loaded on

the same factor as AC. Alaiough it was deaded to bave the scales intact

because of their established use as such by previous researchers, this 'noise'
could have affeded the results.

Normative cornmitment measures beliefs about one's obligations to the
organization; whether one ought to be loyal to the organization. M o m (1993)

notes that it is contended to resuk frwn Yamilial, aiitural and organizational

socialiraton regarding the importance of organitational loyalty' (p. 105). Loyalty is
an important value in any military organizaüon. Not only is there an organizational
socaiklao
itn

of this value but anyone who has ever seen a %var'movie is likely

aware that loyafty is valued in the military. It may be that this value component,
(and pemaps othet fadon in addition to C a m Prospects, which was supported
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by this study), has an important relaüonshipwith normative cornrnitment and that

POS does not play an important role (although it does in affective cornmitment).

POS was related to Military Ethos which was in h m rdated to NC. It is

also a possibility, therefPre, that the Military Ethos ads as a full mediator of the
relationship betursen POS and NC.
Pracücal and Theoreticai Implications
This research contributes ta the growing body of literature on the complex
construd of cornmitment. It clearly delineates the nature of cornrnitment in the
Canadian military as wll as indicates the relationship behma POS and the
Military Ethos (institububonaVocaipational
orientation) with the three types of
cornmitment It further describes the relationship of the three types of cornmitment
with intentions to stay in the organiraton. This serves as a necessary first step in

devising actions best suited to fostering commitment in the Canadian military,

such as via incfeasing perceptions of organizational support or socialization of the
military ethos.
Limitations
Although this study employs structural equation modelling, which
hypothesizes causal connections, it was not emrnental

in nature and thus

cannot demonstrate causal relationships. A dynamic and multïdimensional
construd such as commitment does not teadily lend -if to such emrimental
manipulation. Furttier, as military values constitute one ofthe variables under
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consideration and as the population of interest is a rnilitary one, its generalizability
to uvilian organizations may be sornewhat reduced.

It is possible mat histow affected the n s u b of this study* The data for the
final version of the survey was colleded in the fall of 1996. During this time, the

Somalia Inquiry was receiving a great deal of media attention. The Canadian
rnilitary was frequentiy in the news, ofbn in less than flattering tenns. Thwe were
a number of events during this time which couM have anieded soidien'
perceptions of organitational support, their perspective on the rnilitary ethos in

general, and their cornmitment For emmple, loyalty to one's subordinates (as
well as to one's superiors) is a valued rnilitary ethic. ARhough anecdotal, in

personal conversations with soldiers many indicated that they klt,in a sense,
betrayed by the Chief of the Oefence Staffs public Maming of subotdinates for

some of what was rwealed during the Somalia prooeedings. The Somalia lnquiry
also led to a public, negaüve perception of the Canadian military. This, too, oould
have had an impact on soldiers' beliefs about the military. These events, then,
muld have afieded responsag to suwey items, perhaps low8fing levels of POS,

AC, NC, and the military ethos. There is no way of ascertaining whether or not

this occurred or ta M a t extent-

Future Research Quesfjons
Additional suggested m a t c h indudes investigation of organizational
policies, actions, and interventions which could sente to inmase POS,
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institutional orientation, affective cornmitment, and normative cornmitment as well

as a study of correlations tirne-Iagged from entry-level (similar to Meyer, Allen, &
Gellatly, 1990) to assess sociafkation and Ïts effi8cts on cornmitment, and

antecedents such as the military ethos, in the military. The contribution of job

security to the variables in the model also needs to be investigated with a scale
exhibiting a greater degree of construct validity. The Military Ethos Sale and
related attitudinai data should be replicated some time hence as the
organizational structure fMlmuïngthe CF downsizhg is stabilized.
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Appendix A Cornmitment Survey (Pilot Version)

Introduction
The aim of this research projed W to deariy delineate the nature of
organizational cornmitment in the Canadian rnilitary in order to guide Mure
personnel policy developrnent This version of the survey is called a Pre-Test
because the aim is to ascertain the administrat-ontinte required and to ensure
that items used are appropriate and understandable. The results are valuable as
they will be used to ensure that the final survey, which will be administered in the
fall of 96, is complete and welldesigned. The data collectecl in the fall may be
u s d in the design and implementation of important policies and programs.
Should you have any questions about Mis survey or the research project,
feel freeto contact the undersigned. You rnay also request a summary of either
the pretest or final survey data by contacting the undersigned.

This is an anonymows suwey. You are assured of complete
confidentiality. Please do not wnte your name or service number anywhere on
the questionnaire. Furthemore, your participation in this project is completely
voluntary. If you do not wkh to complete the survey or if there is a question that
you do not wish to answer, you are not required to do so.
General Instructions
This is not a test. There are no nght or wrong answers. it is important, however,
that your answers reflect your experiences and opinions as accurately as
possible. Your first reaction is usually the M.

Read each question carefully. When there are several responses provided,
read all of the choices before seMing your answer.
Record your answer in pencil. Circle the appropriate letter, nurnber, or word.
Write directly on the sunrey but please don? make any unnecessary marks.
Should you wish to change your answer, erase it completely before making
your new response.
Do not retum to earlier portion of the survey to edit or revise your answen
once you have finished.
Once you have completed your sunrey, please Wow the instructions at the
end.
Thank you for your assistance.
L. Bradley
Captain
Principal Investigator
email bldomvil(a) acs.ucalgary.ca
or by mail in care of CF6 CalgarylULO
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Please answer every question in sequence; do not go back over the
questionnaire. Some questions need only a mark in the appropriate place; others
may require a word or two to be m e n - However, most are to be responded to
by circling a number on a 7-point scale. Marking a 'lm
means 'very Men,"not at
aII", etc.; and marking a '7" means "very much", "cornpletely", etc. PIease use
intermediate numbers to indicate your relative degree of agreement
Toialiy
Disagree
1
2

Totally
Ag=

3

4

5

6

7

This is not a test there are no ngM or wrong answers, Your first reaction is
usually the best.

Please answer the following questions:

(NOTE - Sale was printed
beside each question.)

Totally
Disagree
1

2

Totally
Agree
3

4

5

1. I never resent being asked to return a favour.

2. 1 am in adead-end job.
3. The military tries to make my job as interesting as possible.
4. 1 think I could easily become as attached to another

organization as I am to this one.
5. The military has a great deal of personal rnwning for me.

6. HeIp is available from the military when ( have a pmblem.

7. The military disregards my best interests when it makes
decisions that affect me.
8. The military really cares about my well-king.

6

7
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9. Personal interests and wishes must take second place

to operational requirements for military personnel.
10. 1 do not feel Iike "part of the family" in the miiiiry.
11. The miiiiry shows very Iittle concem for me.
12. 1 really feel as if the military's probiems are my own.
13.1 can rely on my CO-worketsfor help Men I need it
14. There have been occasions when Itook advantage
of someone.
15.1 would be very happy to spend the rest of my career
in the military.
16. It wouldn't be too costly b r me to leave the miliiry
in the near future.
17. There would be tw many disniptions in my life if 1 decidecl
I wanted to leave the military now.
18- At times I have really insisted on having things my own way.
19. 1 have never been irked when people expressed ideas very

difFerent from my own.
20. The military strongly considers my goals and values.

21. It is easy for me to becorne enthusiastic about the things
I am doing.
22. 1 do not feel a strong sense of belonging to the military.
23. 1 would feel guilty if I left my organization now.
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24. The military fails to appreciate any extra effort from me.

25. Even if t were to my advantage, I do not -lit
right to leave the military now.

w u l d be

26. One of the few negative conquences of leaving the military
would be the lack of availabie employment attemaüves.

27. The military cares about my general satisfaction at work.
28. 1 would not leave the military nght now because I have
a sense of obligation to the people in it

29. 1 always tiy to practice what I preach.

30. Even if I did the best job possible, the military would
fail to notice
31. 1 like to gossip at times.

32. No one should be compelled to take a posting he or she
does not want
33.1 sometimes M l miserable for no good reason.
34. What a member does in his pnvate life should be no
concern of his supewisor or commander.

35. 1 believe that I can stay a member of the military for
as long as I want to.
36. 1 do not feel "emotionally attached" to this organization.

37. One of the major reasons I continue to work for the military
is that leaving would mquire considerable personal sacMce another organization may not match the overall benefits I have.
38. 1 often feel sort oflu*

for no special reason.
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39. 1 have the opportunity for advancement in the military.
40. 1 enjoy discussing the military with people outside it.

41. 1 am not aftaid of what might happen if I quit my job without
having another lined up.
42. If the military could hire someone to replace me at a
lower salary it w u l d do s a
43. The military is willing to extend itseff in order to help
me perfom my job to the best of my abili.

44. There have been occasions when I felt Iike smashing
things.
45. The military values my contribution to its well-being.
46. 1 often get irritateci at little annoyances.

47. 1 am confident that I willbe promoted to at least the

next substantive rank.
48. I'm always willing to adml it when I make a mistake.

49. 1 am confident that I

be granted my next

engagement (contract).
50. The military takes pride in my accomplishments at work.
51. 1 sometimes try to get even, rather than forgive and forget.

52. The military would ignore any cornplaint fimm me.
53. If given the opportunity, the organizaüon would take

advantage af me.
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54. I have never deliberately said something that hurt
someone's feelings.

55. 1 aiways seem to have something to look forward to.

56- The organüsaüon is willing to help me when Ineed
a special favour.
57. 1 have a good chance to get ahead in the military.
58. The military deserves my loyalty.

59. What a member of the Forces does in his or her offduty
hours is none of the military's business.
60. If I were to quit or lose my job, my dependants and Icould
live on savings (and my spouse's salary, if applicable) for
some timdong enough to find another job.
61. Military personnel should perform their operational duties

regardles of the personal and emily consequenees.
62. t have the opportunity for improving my job skills.
63. My coworkers and Ihelp each other out.
64. Right now, staying with the military is a matter of

necesity as much as desire.
65. 1 do not feel any obligation to remain with my cuvent employer.

66. 1 often lose sleep over my wom'es.
67. 1 feel I have tao few options, to consider leaving the military.

68. One of the reasons I remain in the military is
because of job security.
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69. The military cares about my opinions.

70. 1 owe a great deal to the military.

71. Differences in rank should not be important after
working hours.

72. It would be very hard for me to leave the CF nght now,
even if I wanted to.

How likely are the following: (highly unlikely to highly likely)
73. 1 will stay in the CF for as long as Icm.
74. 1 will leave the CF within the next two years.

75. I will accept the Force Reduction Program (FRP) if offered.
76. 1 will leave the CF if another job becornes available.

77. What are the three most important reasons for your cornmitment to the
militafy?

78. How many people are financially dependent on you
(including spouse, children, parents, as applicable)?
79. Approximately, what percentage of family income does

your salary represent?
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Appendix B - Item Label Coding
(Final Version)
1. I never resent king asked to retum a favour.

2- I am in a deadend job. (R)
3. The military Vies to make my job as intemng

as possible.

4. 1 think I could easily becorne as attached to another

organization as l am to mis one.(R)
5. The military has a great deal of personal meanhg for me.

6. Help is available fiom the military when I have a problem.
7. The military disregards my best interests when it makes
decisions that affect me. (R)
8. The military really cares about my weli-being.
9. Personal interests and wishes must take second place

to operational requirements for military personnel. (R)
10. I do not feel Iike "part of the family" in the military.(R)
11. The military shows very little concern for me. (R)

12. 1 really feel as if the military's problems are my own.
13.1 can rely on my co-woiken for help when I need it.
14. There have been occasions when I took advantage

of someone. (R)
15.1 would be very happy to spend the rest of my career

in the military.
16. It wouldn't be too costry for me to leave the rnilitary
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IO0

in the near Mure. (R)
17. There would be too many disniptions in my Iife if I decided

I wanted to leave the military now
18. At times I have really insisted on having things my omi way.

19.1 have never been irked when people expressed ideas very

different h m my own.

20.The miiitary strongly considers my goals and values.
21. My coworkers are willing to listen to my job-related problems.

22. It is easy for me to becorne enthusiastic about the things
I am doing. (R)

23. 1 do not feel a strong sense of bdonging to the military. (R)
24. 1 would feel guilty if I left my organization now.

25.The military fails to appreciate any extra effM from me. (R)
26. Even if it were to my advantage, I do not feel it would be

right to leave the military now.
27. One of the few negative consequences of leaving the military

would be the la& of available employment alternatives.
28. The military cares about my general satisfbcüon at work.

29.1 would not leave the military rigM now because I have

a sense of obligation to the people in 1
30.1 always try to practiœ what I preach.
31. Even if I did the best job possible. the military would

hii to notice. (R)

NC3
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32. 1 like to gossip at times. (R)
33. No one should be competled to bke a mng

he or she

does not want
34.1 sometimes feel miserable for no good reason.
35. What a member does in his private Iife should be no
or commander.
concern of his supe~*sor
36. My coworkers are helpful in me getting my job done.

37.1 believe that I can stay a rnember of the miiiiry for
as long as Iwant to.
38. 1 do not feel "emotionally attachedato this organization. (R)
39. One of the major reasons I continue ta work for the military

is that leaving would require considerable personal sacrifice another organization may not match the overall benefits I have. CCHlSAC3
40.1 often feel sort of lucky for no speciaI reason. (R)
41. 1 have the opportunity for advancement in the military.

42. 1 enjoy discussing the military with people outside it.

43.1 am not afraid of what might happen if I quit my job without
having another Iined up. (R)
44. Ifthe military could hire somme to replace me at a

lower salary it would do so. (R)
45. The military is willing to extend itseif in order to help
me perform my job to the best of my ability.
46. There have been occasions when Ifelt like smashing
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things. (R)
47. The military values my contribution to its well-being.
48.1 often get initated at lMe annoyanœs.

49.1 am confident that I will be promoteâ to at least the
next substantive rank
50. My coworkers cm be relied upon m e n things get

tough on my job.
51. I'm afways willing to admit it when I make a mistake.

52.1 am confident that I will be granted my next

engagement (antract).
53. The military takes pride in rny accomplishrnents at work-

54.1 sometimes ~ TtY
o get even, rather than forgive and forget.(R)
55. The military would ignore any compbint from me. (R)
56. If given the opportunity, the organization would take

advantage of me. (R)
57. 1 have never deliberateiy said something that hurt

someone's feelings.
58. 1 always seem to have something to look forward to. (R)

59. The organization is willing to help me when Ineed
a speeial favour.
60.1 have a good chance to get ahead in the military.
61. The military desemes my loyalty.

62. What a mernber of the Forces does in his or her off-duty
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houn is none of the military's business.
63.If I were to quit or (ose my job, my dependants and 1 could
Iive on swings (and my spouse's salary, if applicable) for

some timellong enough to find another job. (R)
64. Military personnel should peffbrm their operational duties

regardless of the personal and family consequences. (R)

ETHOSS

65.1 have the opportunity for impmving my job skills.

CAREERS

66. My coworkers and 1 help each other out.

COWORKS

67. Right now, staying with the miiiiry is a matter of

necessity as much as desire.
68. 1 do not feel any obligation to remain with the military. (R)
69.1 often lase sleep over my worries.

70.1 feel I have too fw options. to consider leaving the military.
71. One of the reasons I mrnain in the military is

because of job security.

72.The military cares about my opinions.
73. i owe a great deal to the military.
74. Differences in rank should nat be important after

working hours. (R)
75. It would be very hard for me to leave the rniiiiry rigM now.

even if I wanted to.

CCHISAC4

76.1 will stay in the CF fw as long as I cm.

ISTAY1

77.1 will leave the CF within the next two years. (R)

ISW2

Cornmitment in the Canadian Mifitarv

78.1 will accept the Force Redudion Program (FRP) if offered. (R) ISTAY3
79.1 will bave the CF if another job becornes available. (R)
80. (open ended ...three most important reasons)

81. How many people are financially dependent on you

(including spouse, children, parents, as applicable)?
82. Approximately, what percentage of family income does

your salary represent?

- denotes item later rernoved from analysis.
"- denotes item incfuded aRer pre-test

ISTAY4
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Appendix C Afkcüve Commitrnent (AC) Scale

Affective Cornmitment Scak (8 items)'

I do not feel a strong sense of ôelonging to my organization. (R)

I do not feel "emotionailyattached" to this organization. (R)
This organization has a great deaI of personal meaning for me.
1 do not feel like "part of the arnily" at this organization.(R)
l would be very happy to spend the rest of my career with this organization.
I enjoy discussing my organization with people outside it.

Ireally feel as if this organhtion's problems are my own.
Ithink I muld easily beame as attached to another organization as I am to this
one.(R)

(*reporteci Cronbadi's alphas of .88 and .84 (two samples),Meyer 8 Allen, 1984)
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Appendk D - Normative Cornmitment (NC)Scale

Normative Cornmitment Scale (6 items)'

I do not f'eel any obligation to remain with my aiment employer. (R)

Even if it were to my advantage, I do not feel it would be nght to leave my
organization now.

I would feel guilty if I left my organization now.
This organimtion deserves my loyalty.
I would not leave my organization nght naw because I have a sense of obligation
to the people in it.
I owe a great deal to my organizaüon.

(* reported Cronbach's alpha of .73, Meyer, Allen, & Smith. 1993)
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Appendix E - Continuance Commitment Scales
Continuance Cornmitment Scales (8 items)'

I am not afraid of what migM happen if 1 quit my job *out
UP-

having anoüter Iined

(RI

It wouldnY be too costîy for me to leave my organization in the near Mure. (R)

-

Continuance Commitment Low Alternatives ICCLoAltF
One of the few negative consequemes of leaving this organization would be the
lad<of available employment alternatives.
I feel I have tao few options, to consider leaving this organizaüon.

Right now, staying with my organkation is a matter of neoessity as much as
desire.

-

Continuance Cornmitment Hiah Penonal Sacrifice CC-HiSad"

There would be too many disruptions in my life if I decided I wanted to leave my
organization now.

It would be very hard for me to l a v e my organization rigM now, even if I wanted
to.
One of the major reasons I continue to work for this organization is that leaving
would require considerable personal sacrifice another organization may not
match the overall benefits 1 have-

-

r - CC 8 item scale - reported Cronbadi's alpha of -79. Meyer, et al., 1993 and

Hacket et al., 1994)
(* L a t reported Cronbach's alpha of -72 for three item scale, McGee 8 Ford,
1987; -70 reported by Hacket et al., 1994)
(- HiSac reportad Cronbachk alpha of .71 for three item scale, McGee & Ford,
1987; .72 reportecl by Hacket et al., 1994)

-

-
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Appendur F- Survey of Perceived Organizational Support (POS)

-

Survev of Perceived Oraanizational Suowrt Short Version (17 itemsl*

The organizaüon values my contribution to its well-being.
If the organization could hire someune to replace me at a lower salary it wauld do
(R)

=-

The organization fails to appmkte any exira effPrt from me. (R)
The organizaüon stmngly considers my goals and values.

The organization wwld ignore any cornplaint from me. (R)
The organization disregards my best interests when it makes deusions that affect
me. (R)
Help is availabie from the organization when l have a pmblem.

The organization really cares about my well-king.
The organizaüon is willing to extend itself in order to help me perfonn my job to
the best of rny ability.

Even if l did the best job possible, the organkation wouM fail to notice. (R)
The organization is willing to help me when I need a special favour.
The organization cares about my general satisfaction at work.

If given the opportunity, the organization would take advantage of me. (R)
The organizaüon shows very litüe concern for me. (R)
The organization cares about my opinions.
The organization takes pride in my accomplishments at work.

The organizaton tries to make my job as interesting as possible.
* (reportecl Cronbach's alpha of -93,Esenberger, Huntington, Hutchison, & Sowa,
1986)
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Appendk G Institutional Orientation Items

-

Institutional Orientation The Militaw Ethos Scaie (6 itemd*

No one shouid be bempekd to take a posting he or she does not want (R)
What a member of the Forces does in his or her offduty hours is none of the
military's business. (R)

MiIitary personnel should perform their operational duties regardless of the
personal and family consequences.
Oifferences in rank stiouid not be important after working hours. (R)

What a member does in his private life should be no concem of his supervisor or
commander. (R)

Personal interests and wishes must take second place to operational
requirements for military personnel. (R)

("reportecl Cronbach's alpha of-78, Cotton, 1979)
(Note that high score on this scale, after reverse coding, indicates an institutional
orientation and a low score, an occupational orientation.)
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Appendix H Career Prospeds Items

Career ProsPects (5 items)*

I have a good drame to get ahead in the military. *
I am confident that 1 wiR be promoted to at least the next substantive rank
I have the opportunityfor imprwing my job skills.

Iam in a dead-end job. (R)

I have the opportunity for advancement in the m i r i .

(* ltems based on Jans (1985; 1989) and Pria 8 Kim (1993) both of whicti used rnikary
samples. Pria & Kim items marked with -)
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Appendi I Job Secunty

I believe that I can stay a member of the military for as long as 1 want to.
I am confident that I will be granted my next engagement (contrad).

One of the reasons I remain in the rnilitary is because of job security.

111
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Appendu J Financial Need to Work

Finanaal Need to Work (3 items)

How many people are financially dependent on you (induding spouse, children,
parents, as applicable)?

What penentage of family incorne does your salary represent?

If 1 were to quit or lose my job, my dependants and I could [ive on savings (and
my spouse'ssalary, if applicable) for some tirneflong enough to find another job.
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Appendix K Coworker Support items

Coworker Suwort ( 5 items)'

My coworkers are willing to listen to my jobrelatecl problems.'
My coworkers are helpful in me getting my job done.'

My coworkers can be relied upon when things get tough on my job."
My coworkers and I hdp eadi other out*

Ican rely on my co-worken for help when I need L"

('3 items from Caplan, Cobb, and French (1 975), * 2 trial items)
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Appendk L - lntent to Stay

lntent to Stav (4 items)

How likely are the following: (highly unlikely to highly likefy)
I will stay Ki the CF for as long as I can

Iwill leave the CF within the next two years
I will accept the Force Redudion Program (FRP) if offbred

I

bave the CF if another job becornes available

114
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(standard personal information requested on CF Omnibus Survey)
What is your MOC number?

(Military Occupation Code)

What is your present rank?
What is your age (in years)?
What is your total iength of military s e ~ œ (in
? completed yean)
Full-time
Part-time

What is your sex?

Are you currently a mernber of the: a. CF Regular Force, b. CF Reserve Force
Which environmental un-

do you wear? a. Land, b. Sea. c. Air

M a t type of unit do you sewe in ? a. Operational, b. Support

What is your First Official Language?a. Englh, b. French
What is the highest level of educaüon which you have completed?

What is your family statu? a. mamed, service spouse, b. mamed, civilian
spouse, c. single

Do you have dependant children living with you at your place of primary
tesidence?
Do you have dependant children who are not living with you, due to the
requirements of military senrice?
Do you have adult children or other relatives
care (i.e. disabled, elderly)?

living with you who require home

Are you, because of your race or cdour, in a visible minonty in Canada?

Cornmitment in the Canadian Miiïïrv

Appendix N - Positive and Negaüve Affküvity

Positive and Neaative AfFècüvitv (6items)'

It is easy for me to becorne enthusiastic about the things I am doing.
1 often feel sort of iucky for no special reason.

I always seem to have something to look forward to.
I often get imtated at little annoyances.

I often lose sieep over my worries.
I sometimes feel miserable for no good reason.

r fmm Wihrd Hall Medical Centre Questionnaire, Price & Kim, 1993)

i16
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177

Desirability Items

Social Oesirabilitv (1O items)*

There have been occasions when Itook advantage of someone.
At times 1 have really insisted on having ttiings my own way.
I have never been irked when people expressed ideas very different h m my
own.
1 always try to practice what Ipreach-

I like to gossip at times.

There have been occasions when Ifelt like srnashing things.
I'm aiways willing to admit it M e n I make a mistake.
Isometimes try to get even, rather than forgive and forgeL
1 have never deliberately said something that hurt someone's feefings.

(* Short from of the Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale, fmm Fischer &

Fick, 1993; reporteci Cmnbach's alpha of -88)
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Appendbc P A d d i i a l Rems

Pre-test Onlv Items

What are the three most important reasons for your cornmitment to the military ?

In responding to questions about you and your cornmitment. whidi phrasing do
you think would be best: (check one only)

The organization cares about my opinions.
The military cares about my opinions.
The CF cares about my opinions.

For the question listed above, do those questions al1 mean the same thing to
you? Yes
No
Approximately haw much time did it take you to cornplate this questionnaire.

minutes

Do you have any additional comments on this questionnaire?
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Appendk Q Final Version Cornmitment Survey

PART 8:

Organizationai Commiaem Questionnaire
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Appendbc Q Final Vmion Cornmitment Survey
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-
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7.

ln whkh dmm rra you cutrawtîy
a-?

3,

4.

Wlirt type of uMt do you serve In?

IO.

Whmt le youi flrst offtiai Irnguqe?

13.

Whal Innquaqg do ysu spmk most often
nt home?

14.

Whrt is the & a m kvrl of eduation
thit you hive complotod?

What ïs your aga (inyerra)?

How rneny p r m and month8 have yoct
s e r v d ni the CF?

1. Male

6.

8,

.

2 FemJe

Are p u eunantly a metmbn of the:

2

Tho CF Aesewe Force

1.

Some hiqh schacl

2.

H i ~ hs&wl diplama or Soc V

3.

Some collegs or CEGEP

4.

Coiiege diiioma

5.

S o m univonity ar CEGEP Il

6.

University dogroe

7. Some graduata scnool
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3, MC@1 MS
4.

Sgt/ ffl2

5. WO /PO?

6. MW01CP02

t O. Maj / LCdt

TI. tCol/Cdr

r 2 Col / Ceptî NI
and swve

t , Yos

21.

2. Na

Am y w , bacw1s of p u r mm or colour,
a mmrrrbsr of a vtsibk minarity In

Camdi?
I. Yes

2. No

INSTRUCTIONS

fhaok you for eomnieting Vie 1996 PRT Penonnei Survey. Please return p u r s u ~ e ybmkltt sealed in
1he attached envofops.
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Appendix R Initial Data Examination and Screening

The data was examined to identify outiiers and consider possible
departures from normalïty. 'Impossible' outliers (e-g. age - 750 years) were first

eliminated by conversion to missing values.
The variables of interest (e.g. the atatudinal scales) were plotted and plots

examined. Visual examination indicated that al1were approximately normal. The
Lilliefars test (based on a modification of the Kolmogorov-Smimov test) for
nomality was calculated. This test is suitable M e n the population means and

variances are not knawn, as was the case for this study (Norusis, 1990).
Lilliefws test statistics are reporteci at Table R i

1216). Although all

tests are significant at the .O1 a level except for the POS scale, whenever n is
large (as it is in this study, n=1334), most goodness-of-fit tests will result in

significant results. Adual departure from nomality was examined visually and
was not substantial. It is generally sufildent, and considered so hem, that the
data is approximately normal (Nonisis, I W O ) .
T-tests bv selected democlra~hicitems

T-tests on each of the major variables of interest (e-g., affective

cornmitment, ?OS) were perfomed to ascertain if g m p s defined by
demographic information diifbred substantially in their mean responses (e-g.
whether males and females or Angophones and Francophones difkred) to the

attitudinal items to any large extent There were no hypothesized relationships
regarding the demographic information. These tests were conducted to confinn
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Table RI. Tests of Normal-W-

Variable

Lilliefors statistic*

- -

SignÏfcance

Social Desirability
Anectve Cornmitment

Normative Cornmitment
Continuance Cornmitment
POS

Ethos (instituüonal orientation)
Coworker Support
Negative Anedvity
lntent to Stay
Note. df= 1216.

that demographic variables did not show substantial differentiai patterns of

responses and, thus, did not need to be statistically controlled or induded in the
test of the model.

The Levene test, which assesses the homogeneity of variance

assurnption, was first conduded. Because of the large sample size (therare, the
probability of getting some significant results purely by chance) and the large

nurnber of tests conduded (with the potentialfor increased Type I emir), a was

set at -001. In only fwe instances was the resuit of the Levene test significant and
the variances therefore disparate. In those instances, the separate variance
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estimates were used for computation of the t-tests.
T-test results are at Table W.A t-test tests the hypothesis that the means
of the two groups tested are equal. A signmcant result indicates that the
hypothesis of equalii of means should be rejected. Of the 40 tests presented in

Table R2, 6 are statistrstrcally
signifiant at the a=.OOl level. No single demographic
item has more than 2 signifiant resufts (of 8 tests) and no one attiiudinal sale

has consistently statisticaiîy signifiant resuits. Gender had a number of results
approaching significance. However, examination of the actual mean diïrences
reveakd that although approaching significanœ in statistial ternis, the

diffkrenees are relatively small and are therefore not sufficiently substantive to
warrant consideration. For example, for POS (f = 3.08, ~ 0 0 2men's
)
responses
had M = 64.57,

= l7.Ol and women's = 61-28,SD = l7.Sl. It was therefore

decided mat the pattern of mean responses to attitudinal scales did not d i i r
substantially by demographic charaderistics and it was thus not necessary to

statisticaliy m t r o l them for subsequent analyses.
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Table W.Tests of homoaeneitv of variance and T-tests bv dernoamhic items.
Demographic

Levene test homogeneity
of variance

value

AC

.36i

4-94

<-001'

POS

-347

3.08

.O02

Ethos

.O37

2.95

,003

Social desirability

296

-3.23

,001'

NegativeAffectivity -167

-3.03

,002

Variable

--

Gender

mcial Language AC
(FrencNEnglish)

,053

NC

.001*

CC

<*001'

?OS

-061

Ethos

,955

4 e
Sociai desirability

130
<.001*

Negative Affectîvity .001*
AC

.862

NC

-013

CC

-.689

POS

-932

Ethos

.002*

Age
Social desirability

.f 25
.184

Negative Affectivity -239

t-test

significanœ
Itwo-tailedl
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TaMe R2 (wntinued). Tests of homorieneitv of variance and T-tests by
democlra~hicitems.

Demographic

Element

Levene test homogeneity
of variance

-

value

AC

-561

2.21

.O28

POS

-637

-08

-935

Ethos

.O07

1-00

-317

Variable

Negative Anectvity -333
Element

AC

.764

(NavylAirForce)

NC
CC

.954

POS

.755

Ethos

.296

Age
Social desirability

.135
.216

t-test

-58

significance
hmtaiiedl

-562

-526

Negative Affiectivity -684
- --

Note: * = signficant result at a=.OOt level. M e r e Levene test result is significant,
indicaüng an inequality of variance, the 'unequal' 1-values (separate variance

estimates) and degrees of fmedom were used.
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Table R3. Tests of hornoaeneitv of variance and T-tests for Grou~s1 and 2.

-

Levene test
homogeneity
of variance

value

AC

.183

1.23

-220

NC

-703

-89

.376

CC

-192

-883

POS

-268

-.15
-36

Career Prospects -981

-97

-331

Coworker Support -365

-01

-989

Job Secunty

-682

-.25

.803

Intent to Stay

.278

-.93

-351

Financial Need

.O56

-SI

-613

Variable

--

Groups 1 & 2

t-test

siqnificance
(tktaiied)

-722

